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Sometimes a most curious demand is made: that one should present
experiences and perceptions without recourse to any kind of
theoretical framework, leaving the student to establish his
conviction as he will. But this demand cannot be fulfilled even
by those who make it. For we never benefit from merely looking
at an object. Looking becomes considering, considering becomes
reflecting, reflecting becomes connecting. Thus, one can say
that with every intent glance at the world we theorize. To

execute this, to plan it consciously, with self-knowledge, with
freedom, and, to use a daring word-- with irony-- requires a
considerable degree of skill, particularly if the abstraction
we fear, is to be harmless and if the empirical result which
we hope to achieve, is to be alive and useful. (Goethe, 1810)
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PART I: BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

This is the final report on the results of a two-year teacher

development project funded by NIE (NIE# G-78-0219). The report is in five

parts. Part I gives the background and current state of the still on-

going project. Part II includes a discussion of the initial hypotheses

and tentative evidence for both confirmation and disconfirmation of these

initial hypotheses, as well as some unanticipated results. Part III

suggests ways in which we have drawn upon the field of cognitive

psychology in this research and how it has become a viable tool in teacher

development. In Part IV we propose a theoretical model for use in

analysis of protocols within problem-solving situations. One worked out

example is incl'aded. Part V is a discussion of the effect of the program

in the teacher-participants' classrooms. In addition, several appendices

are attached-- interim reports, published papers pertaining to the project

and other relevant documents associated with our work to date. While the

report covers work undertaken during the grant period, further analysis of

the'data is continuing under a current NIE grant (# G-81-0042). Thus,

results described here should be taken as tentative and incomplete. We

have indicated at appropriate places in this report particular directions

and explicit questions which are currently under investigation.

Year One: September, 1978 to June, 1979

An Experiment in Teacher Development was funded by 4I4 in September

of 1978. /n that month the principle investigator, Bamberger, recruited

three staff members: Eleanor Duckworth, a cognitive psychologist and edu-

cator and Magdalene Lampert, an experienced teacher duaator, as project
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coordinators and Gary Greenberg, a graduate student at Harvard. By

October, 1978, we had, in turn, recruited 8 elementary school teachers

from the Catbridge schools. Recruiting was done, with the approval of

the Cambridge School Department, through distribution of announcements of

the program placed in the mailboxes of every teacher in the Cambridge

lementary schools. Fourteen teachers responded and were interviewed.

Eight winse chosen, primarily because these 8 shared a common time during

which they could meet in a once-a-week seminar. One of the group dropped

out shortly after the seminar began due to a conflict with her previous

commitment to the developing bi-lingual program. The 7 remaining teachers

fortunately provided us with a wide range of characteristics along nearly

every relevant dirinsion--age, years of teaching experience, type of school

and school population and type c,f classroom or teaching style. However,

not surprisingly, all the teachers were women. (See page 2A).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Name Grads

Joanne Cleary 3-4

TEACHER CONSULTANTS

Teaching Description

School Experience of School

Magnet Open 4 years TOBIN: a large, modern school; the magnet

Class/Tobin
class draws from the entire city and is

chosen by parents.

Corinne Caile Elementary Norse

Reeding

Coordinator

8 years NORSE: a small erhool in a racially mixed

working class community.

Virginia Chalmers X-1 Open School at

N.L. King 5 years M.L. KING: a large, modern school dming

from a largely black commuety along with

many student fannies.

Harr Rizzuto 4 Gore 4 yesre GORE: a tiny school in a Portuguese neigh-

borhood.

Nary di Schino 1
m.g, Fitzgerald 8 years M.E. FITZGERALD: a tedium-sized old ochoo!

with children from working class and

also university families.

Sum Wheelwright Agassiz '17 years AGASSIZ: a medium-sized old school in a

university and professional neighborhood

with some children from working class families.

Patton Tabors 6 Webster 2 years WEBSTER: a small old school in a lower -

cleat' black neighborhood.
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From October 1978 through June, 1979, the group met every week

for thre hours, after school (4-7 P.M.). Each teacher was paid

$500 as a consultant to the project and was given an additional $100 to

use in some personal way associated with the project. Three of the 7

teachers elected to apply this money to tuition at Leslie College where

they received credit for the seminar. One teacher used the money to buy

materials for her classroom; the remaining teachers did not made a pro-

posal for expenditure of these funds.

All sessions were video-taped and audio-taped,making a total of

50 hours during the first year of the project alone. The staff met in

regular review meetings for at least five hours each week in addition to

individual reviewi-g of each week's video-tapes. These sessions included

not only analysis of the preceding session but also planning for the

subsequent session. Specific responsibility for weekly seminars revolved

among the Principle Investigator and the two other primary staff members.

The graduate student participated in the review sessions and was also

responsible for manning the video camera, cataloguing and indexing the

tapes, as well as handling all other technical materials and services

(including computer-related activities). In addition, the two project

coordinators visited each teacher's classroom 3-4 times during the year

and all the teachers were interviewed individually. Finally, each teacher

kept an on-going log in which she recorded comments on the seminar sessions,

and observations on her classroom and other related thoughts. Thus, the

tapes (many of them transcribed), notes on seminar sessions, staff meetings,

classroom visits, and interviews, as well as teachers' logs, constitute the

data from which wa have derived our analysis of this first year.
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Year Two: September, 1979 to June, 1980

The second year was originally designed as a follve-up, with th

teachers meeting just once a month (see proposal p. 23). However, the

group elected to continue meeting twice a month, arguing that less than

that would not be sufficient to maintain the levei of involvement they

felt necessary. In addition, a second group of teachers was added to the

program on the hypothesis that thuy would allow us to tlst the strategies

used with the first year's group, and provide us with a basis for com-

parison in evaluating our findings. They met in altErnate weeks, and

three members of the original group attended the new group's sessions, in

addition to their own.

A second major development in the second year was the addition of an

adjunct teacher, Mary Gale, who worked half-time as an extra "peer"

resource. She spent one half-day every week or two in the classroom of

each teacher in the original group, and also attended the seminar sessions

of both groups. Initially, she was hired in response to the teachers'

expressed need for more time to observe individual children in their class-

rooms. However, her role both in the seminar (where she was a regular

teacher-participant) and in the classroom played a much more central role

in achieving the goals of the project than had initially been foreseen.

An excerpt from her report is included in Appendix3.

The new group of teachers (hereafter referred to as Group B) was

recruited in the same way as the first group (hereafter referred to as

Group A). Duckworth took responsibility for Group B, while Bamberger

1 0
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assumed responsibility for Group A and Lampert became documenter for both

groups. Groups A and B met on alternate weeks and all sessions were once

again video-taped by Richard Carter, an M/T graduate student in psychology

and education, who replaced Gary Greenberv.

Appendix I includes brief summaries of each session for the first

year. It will Sh seen that the first year was devoted mainly to

"experiments" in several domains; music, physics and an investigation

of the moons habits. In addition, there were several sessions

of analysis of video-taped protocols involving children. It was only towards

the end of the year that we asked the group to bring in "stories" from their

classrooms. These focussed on puzzling or otherwise intriguing incidents

usually involving one child. In the second year, much more time was spent

on issues related to the teachers' classrooms. However, experimenting continued

with moon observations and with music. In several sessions, the focus was on

inventing notations for small, group-composed, percussion pieces. The evaluation

of one notation scheme was particularly interesting as it evoked considerable

discussion on the issue of "units" in measuring time in music as compared with

"units" for measuring other kinds of phenomena as, for example, in graphs. These

concerns led, in turn, to questions about "privileged descriptions" and their

"rightness" in the face of possible alternatives. (See Parts IV and V.) Also,

during this second year, Duckworth worked with small groups of children who were

visitors to the seminar, on classical Piagetian tasks, in particular to demonstrate

the "clinical interview" process (see below, Part III).

Like the A group, the 13 group, in its one year, focussed primarily on

in-depth investigation of seemingly simple phenomena. Starting with chip trading

activities, similar to those carried out in many primary classrooms, the teachers

soon moved to the invention of algebraic formulas to express relationships they

discovered. At the same time, they moved to reconsider things they thought

1
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they "knew" in arithmetic, pushed largely by a question that occurred to one

teacher during chip-trading activities: 'Why is it that long division is the

only one that is done from left to right? Addition, subtraction and multiplication

of big numbers are all done from right to left."

While arithmetic was thus the primary activity of Group B, they also did

noon observations. Duckworth worked with children in this group, as well.

As was the case in group A, the group considered the implications of the seminar's

issues for the everyday life in their classrooms, one of the focusses being

children's own approaches to arithmetic.

Tentative Findings

The most strikingly unexpected finding of the project, confirmed again

in work with the B group, is that the process, as originally described in the

proposal, takes much longer than had been anticipated. It took the first group

of teachers nearly two years to integrate the meaning and value of their work

in the seminar so that it is a functional aspect of their lives as teachers.

Our current hypothesis is that significant learning involves serious risk-taking

and ttiat the courage to confront such risks is a long time coming. This hypothesis

needs to be tested against the evidence.

In this regard, "experimenting" with simple, everyday task
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situations has played a central and multi-faceted role. (See proposal

pp. 20-21). It has been the basis, first, for developing the participants'

capacities for cognitive self-reflection, for learning both to question

and to trust their own experience. In addition, reflection on these

activities has been the primary source of the groups' learning about

learning and thinking. But, importantly, this has always meant thinking

about thinking about directly experienced results within these ex-

perimenting situations-- a surprising observation of the moon's behavior,

the surprising behavior of a ball rolling dcwn a ramp (see Quarterly

Report). Thus, new insights into such phenomena have always led to the

question: How did we DO that? These reflective experimenting activities,

after two years, have led to new insights into what it can mean for

children to learn, as well as new views of the teacher's role in that

process.

Finally, the project has benefited greatly from the interactions

among the three primary staff members. Confrontation of our differing

backgrounds, attitudes towards learning, teaching, and interpersonal re-

lations, has, itself, been a significant contributing factor in the

evolution of the project.

It seems clear from initial data that the seminar has been a major

source of change for 5 of the 7 teachers in the 7' group. (One teacher

dropped out in the second year to have a baby). Their sense of their

roles as teachers, as adults, as learners has changed in very particular

ways that still need to be made quite explicit. In addition, the

teachers' sense of "schooling", what it is for, what it could be for, and
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what it has been for each of them has changed in ways that an observer

described as "revolutionary". This presents, indeed, one of the enigmas

of the project: The teachers find themselves able to create a culture,

an environment for learning, a social atmosphere in their classrooms that

has led tham to ponder and question the underlying values of the schools

and, inevitably, of our larger culture as well. Still, in reflecting on

the profound impact this realization has had, one teacher said recently

of herself, "But it would be a cop-out to leave the classroom now."

The kinds of struggles with which the teachers have become involved

are perhaps captured by the following set of tensions, or better,

productive and non-productive conflicts which the teachers have discovered

in reflecting on their classroom experience. All of these have been

articulated in some way by the teachers' own account-- not always, of

course, in just these terms:

Authority-experts
Reflection
Academic learning
Individual
Accountability 4----------4

Book-learning, curriculum
Answering
Testing

Personal understanding
Action
Social-emotional learning
Group
Satisfaction
Experience
Questioning
"Giving a child reason" (see
below, p. 11)

One of the tasks of our continuing analysis will be to document explicit

situations in which these dynamic tensions have been expressed, and to

analyze carefully the various means the teachers have found for coping

with them-- or in some cases failing to do so. In pursuing this program,
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PART II: EARLY EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS

In this section we will review the goals and hypothese3 as stated in

the original proposal, we also indicate some initial evidence which

suggests that for some teachers the hypotheses were confirmed, but for

others they were not.

Initial Goals and Hypotheses

The goals of the project as stated initially were:

"... to extend the teacher's self-image and her intellectual
engagement by providing a richer intellectual definition of

her task.

To help teachers develop new conceptual tools with which they

can gain insight into their own ways of thinking.., and
through this, insight into the thinking and learning processes
of the children with whom they work." (Bamberger, p. 1)

The hypotheses were as follows:

H. 1) Teachers can learn to practice skills of cognitive self-

reflection. That is, they can learn to surface and make
explicit their own intuitive.knowledge as it relates to

specific matters and to their teaching practice.

H. 2) Once a teacher has gained insight into her own knowledge,

she can begin to learn to coordinate it with the

privileged descriptions of subject matters that
she is expected to teach in school.

16



H. 3) These skills can serve as a powerful resource for
coming in contact with, understanding, and making
good descriptions of her students' intuitive ways
of constructing coherence. (Bamberger, p. 13)

It is clear from preliminary analysis that the project has had a

significant impact on the participants as teachers and as learners in a

way that confirms these hypotheses. Evidence for this statement comes

from teachers' own accounts in the seminar, in their personal journals and

in private interviews. However, the above statement still remains without

value until we can articulate and document the actual events which con-

stitute the substance of these changes.

As suggested in Part I, the profound implications of the project's

goals, even as stated here, were not recognized nor certainly predi:

at the time the proposal was written. In particular, the evidence is

abundant that "to extend a teacher's self image" involves her in consider-

ably more than simply "providing a richer intellectual definition of her

task". On the other hand, it also seems clear that the development of

"new conceptual tools" has, in turn, had a strong effect for some of the

teachers in their seriously questioning, at least, their own self images.

By the end of the first year there were already clear indications of

the depth of the group's commitment to and involvement with the seminar's

goals. These included the group's desire to continue meeting during the

second year on a more intensive basis than had been planned; their sense

of commitment to one another as expressed, for example, in their initiation

of visits to one another's classrooms; and their desire to remain a self-
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contained, integratsd group when it was proposed that new teachers be

introduced into the group. Most important (as suggested earlier) was

their erious questioning of the current educational enterprise as they

saw it around tbem, now from the view of what they were beginning to see

as viable alternatives.

Mini Case Studies

The kind of evidence we will want to develop in confirmation of the

three hypotheses in future analyses can best be captured at this point

with a few mini cases studies. The first, Case Study A, gives some con-

crete indication of changes among the teachers in Group A with respect to

Hypothesis 3:

Case Study A: "Giving a Child Reason"

In February of the first year, the teachers were asked to watch and

comment on a videotape of two boys engaged in a simple game. The two boys

were seated at a table with a screen between them so they could not see

one another. One boy had in front of him a pattern made of pattern blocks.
The other boy had a similar set of blocks to work with and was to build

the other boy's pattern by following his instructions. The attempt went far askew.
The boys almost totally lost touch with one another-- unknown, of course,to the boys,
themselves, since neither of them could see what the other had in front of him.

In discussing what they had seen,'the teachers spoke generally of a

"communication problem;" they also tended to see t.ey boy who had the job

of building the pattern from the other's instructions, as rather dull,

"unable to follow directions". In contrast, the instruction-giver was

seen as having "well developed verbal skills," and as being "orderly and

clear" in his instructions. The teachers' analysis stopped there. They

seemed to see no further way of understanding or probing for the specific

events that led to the misunderstanding between the two boys.

Lampert intervened at that point to suggest that at one moment she

thought she heard the boy who was giving instructions tell the other boy

to take a "green square", whereas there were no green squares: all the

squares were orange, and the only green things were triangles. That small,

misleading instruction had, in fae., been the starting point for the

second boy's difficulties. And understandably so: he had put a green

thing-- a triangle-- where the other had an orange square. From then on,

all the instructions had been ambiguous, but the boys had no way of knowing
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that. Indeed, considering the circumstances, the boy following instruc-
tions had been remarkably inventive in trying to reconcile later
instructions with what he had, quite reasonably, put before him.

When the teachexswent back to view the videotape again, to see if

Lampert's remark was in fact the case, they were astonished. The whole

situation as they had initially seen it was reversed. They could now see

exactly why the second boy made the moves he did. He no longer looked

dull-- and he had, in fact, "followed instructions".

One of the teachers said of Lampert's remark, "She gave him reason".

The teacher referred, of course, to the second boy, the pattern-builder,
to whom Lampert had been able to "give reason"-- reason for behavior that

had previously been seen as merely inattentiveness or perhaps inability

to follow instructions. To "give a child reason" has become the motto,

the aim, of much of the teachers' subsequent work. This is the challenge

they have put to themselves every time a child does or says something

whose meaning is not immediately obvious. That is, the teachers seek to un-

derstand the way in which what a child says or does can be construed to

make sense-- they seek to "give him reason".

A year later there was a session parallel to this one, but in this

case the role the- Lampert had played was taken by the teachers, themselves.
Duckworth had worked with 2 boys on n Piaget problem of volume, (see also

Part III. ) and in the discussion after the demonstration, one teacher in

the 8 group without the tradition of "giving reason", said of a child that

it was mind-boggling how he contradicted himself: She commented that the

child would.start to say that two buildings (that were being constructed

with small cubes) had the same volume, and before a paragraph was through,

he had also said that Building A had more volume than Building B and also

that A had less volume thin B. In watching tho videotape over and over,

the teachers from the "giving reason" tradition were able to point out that,

in fact, while the child was using the same words ("room," "rooms,"

"space") as the adult who was questioning him, he was using the words in

different ways and with different meanings from the adult's meanings.

Once they were able to establish the meanings that the child was giving

to the same words, everything that he had said became quite coherent.

This long evolution, from assuming a child is wrong, to assuming there

is sense in what he says, and in being able to seek out and grasp the

sense that he is making, hats been a major result in confirmation of

Hypotheses 2 and 3. It was surprising to us that as late as February of

the first year, the notion of anything like "giving a child reason" was

so far from the teachers' view of their work in the classroom. Now,

nearing the end of the second year, one teacher in the original group wrote

in her journal,

"AA always the task is to be really invested in

understanding what a child is thinking. And in

the very process of unearthing that, learning,

19
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growing, changing is going on. I feel closer
to being able to do that after watching
(Duckworth's work with the children, above]
than ever before. I feel closer to changing
the vested interest in my. objectives-- or at
least believing that the process alone is
valuable. I guess for the first time clearly
I saw children learning-- the process of
learning without the answers fully in tact.
Ah, so many times around on this issue,"

While the teacher's insight is, indeed, at the crux of much of
what the project is all about, it was this event which seems to have brought
together for her the significance of our work over the two years.

Case Studies. B, C, D: The Meaning of Self-Reflection

The next three mini cases studies are based on the individual

projects designed and carried out by each of the teachers in the A Group.

As evidence for Hypothesis 1, they demonstrate that "self reflection" has

quite different meanings to each individual in the group.

B. For one teacher, for example, reflection has meant two things: firsz,
she was encouraged to look more closely at what she believed herself able
to do well; to consider just what it was she did know how to do. D. was
confident of her ability to understand and deal with what she called
social-emotional aspects of children's behavior-- e.g., sensing when a
child is going to lose control, how to.intervene in a confrontation between
two children and even the connotations of their "play activity" as in the
sand box or at the water table. By reflecting on the skills she has in
these areas of confidence, she has come to see that those same skills can
be applied to what she calls "more symbolic activities" like reading and
number skills.

Secondly, this new awareness has taken the form of more active
reflection in her observations of just one child. This work was
carried out together with the adjunct teacher, who served both as "another
pair of eyes" and also as a source of reflection back to her own ideas.
D. noted that the child she chose to observe had typically been
che---terized as "falling down; literally flipping a lot," thus, often
dis. ng the children around him. Now, watching with the help of another
pair its, she has come to see this behavior as what she calls "a kind

entrance dance." In fact, seeing its beginnings and endings,
nov It the moment of disruption, she sees it as a logical sequence--
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"it's his way of getting in and out of an activity." As a result D. sees
the child in a new way: she doesn't see him "randomly falling apart" or
annoying, and thus handles the episodes in a new way, too. She now sees
her close observations of Jon expanding to help him and others handle
various "symbolic" learning problems, as well. She writes most recently.

"It became increasingly clear that I taught math in
a way very different from anything else. Although somewhat
individualized, the fact is that I do tend to get very
nervous about kids not knowing math facts and then "clamp
down" and become a bit of drill master. The awareness that
I really treated math differently from almost everything
else I taught was important in freeing me up to pursue the
question of what the child (Jon, Shawn, Amber) does
understand and how."

C. For another teacher, reflection is better characterized as reflection-
in-action (see also Part IV). Rather than reflecting only on her own
understanding (although she has done a great deal of that too), she has
developed with her students a kind of community culture where active,
reflective questioning concerning their mutual understandings of whatever
is the business at hand, is a natural occurrence. Beginning with her own
puzzling over chi71ren's questions ("What was that child really trying to
ask me?"), she says, now of her fourth grade class, "One of the effects of
the seminar for me and my kids is that there are no longer adults and kids
in the classroom; there are only learners." The validity of her comment
is demonstrated in her extensive log entries which include specific and
full descriptions of children's questions and how she orobed for their
meanings, detailed accounts of episodes where children are "learning for
themselves," and even quite remarkable examples of children inventing
games through which one child can help others learn, for example, the
principles of division.

As an expression of mutual reflection-in-action, the question, "I
don't understand what you mean," or simply, "I don't get it," is a common
exchange in her class. But most interestingly, the exchange is equally
common from a child to the teacher, from the teacher to a child, and most
impressively, from one child to another. Reflection-in-action then, has
become a mutual and integral part of this little community's culture.
Indeed, it seems clear that the question, "what do numean?" leads quite
naturally to the question, "what DO I mean?"

D. For another member of the group it is a quite different story.
Reflection for her has meant gaining the courage to pay attention to what
she calls her "subjective knowledge" about the children in her classroom.
While she trusts and acts on these "subjective assumptions," concerning
what her kids know and can do ("Timmy understands subtraction, I know that,
even though he gets all the answers wrong"), others (like other teachers
or administrators), she believes, only trust "objective facts." As the
seminar progressed, she was pressed to reflect on how she gains this
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"subjective knowledge," and what its content might be. At first she aid,
shrugging her shoulders, "I don't know, I just know." But with encourage-
ment, she made herself a program to try and capture how and what it is she
trusts and acts on. The overwhelming impression is that she recognized
for the first time that it was alright for her to take her "subjective
knowledge" seriously.

Clearly, reflection means something quite different for this teacher
than for ither of the others.This isself-reflection where the subject
matter is her own practice. However, the outcome of this reflection has,
most recently, taken an even more profound turn. L reports that, as she
puts it, "Light finally dawned on Marblehead." Her insight is that "It's
not always other people who have the right answers." She attributes her
awakening, in part, to her discovery that it was alright to trust her own
subjective knowledge. But she attributes it equally much to her own
intimate and extended observations of the moon within the context of the
seminar. These observations have, in fact, led her, over a period of a
year and a half, to a series of "ahal experiences," which together account
for her present remarkably sophisticated understanding of the relational
movements of sun, earth and moon. She reports further that while she had
taken a physical science course in college and believed she understood
"how all that worked," she now realizes that those were just "objective
facts" that had little meaning to her. As a result of her own observations
and reflections on them, she now describes herself as having "learned
things that noone can ever take away from me."

Indeed, the progression from trusting her own "subjective knowledge,"
to "other people don't always have the right answers," has led to her
d6velcpment of new knowledge which she can understand and believe in as
her own. She said during the final session:

...and I realize that this business of thinking that there
is a right answer is basically a very negative force all
around for people...the reason they do things the way they
do is because that's the way it's been done and somebody
said that that was the right way to do it. Consequently,
they don't adjust, they don't do things to try to find out
how to fix the situation. I was secure in thinking that
there were, you know, someone else had the right answer,
cause then I wouldn't have to - -no, it wasn't that I

wouldn't have to-- the possibility of my discovering a
better solution was just not - -not - -not even there."

And, in response to a question concerning how all this had influenced her
classroom, she said, initially, "Well that's the next step, isn't it?"
But then in a subsequent journal entry she writes;

...must the term 'teaching' not be redefined?...I may as
well write this down right at the beginning so that it
will be forever recorded. I can no longer teach as I
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have, things must change!"

Finally, in an informal conversation over supper this sone teacher
commented that she had discovered that she had never been "intelligent"
in her teaching, and added, "You'll understand when you see my definition
of 'intelligence'--I just kept the two separate; my teaching was
'mechanical': being intelligent was for other things-- two separate
'tracks'." In her journal we found the following:

"Personal definition: Intelligence-- reflection of what
we spend our time thinking about. It does not determine
what we think about. We determine it by the choice we
make, by what we choose to think about."

It seems clear that the teachers in Group A have learned to "practice

skills of cognitive sslf-reflection"-- i.e., that Hypothesis 1 has been

confirmed. However, the implications of this success, the factors that

contributed to it, and the various forms it took among the individuals

in the group remain still to be analyzed in detail. The mini case

studies, above, can only give some hint of the kind of results we expect

to find and the work that remains to be done.
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PART III: THE ROLE OF COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

In this section we will describe ways in which we have drawn upon

cognitive psychology in this research. In practice, our view of

cognitive psychology raises fundamental and intriguing issues which we

want to pursue further.

Teachers' Questions

The questions that the teachers have raised as they have reflected on

themselves as learners and as teachers, are questions that are properly the

realm of cognitive psychology, but cognitive psychology has had a notoriously

difficult time providing answers that teachers find useful. As the teachers

phrase them, thequestinns are snecific tc their classrooms, their curricula,

their own increasing knowledge, their children. Our effort has been to

find how cognitive psychology can help teachers think about answers to

these questions.

Here, first of all, are some of the general questions that have been

central for the teachers, indications of the cognitive issues they call

upon, along with examples of some specific contexts in which they occurred.

1. What is the connectionbetween knowing something, and being
able to say what you know?

From transcript of teachers watching .a.child'on
video-tape:

Did he know why he did thit: /f you ask him

why he did that, could he i;e11 you?

Issue: Language and thought.

2. What can we expect of concrete manipulatives? How do

they relate to understanding?

A teacher's comment/question:

My kids have worked for ryw.ths ran:?ulati7es

and still eical't 'grtt'

Issue: The role and nature of "action" in learning.

2 4
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3. What is the connection between what you knew already,
And how you respond to a teacher's attempts to help
you learn more?

From a teacher's journal:

I wasn't readyforthat question. I needed
more time for my confusion.

From another teacher's journal:

Does it matter what the kid is thinking about
math, etc. when he/she makes mistakes? Do we
use miscueing?...How?

Issue: Assimilation and accomodation

4. What is the significance of different speeds of learning?
What can one expect of a "slow" child?

From a teacher's journal:

I am beginning to see a shift from seeing my-
self as not very bright to someone who takes
a fair amount of time to learn things...I have
been more trsting of the fact that if I became
engaged I would be able to learn important
things for myself.

Issue: Individual differences.

5. Why is it that what we learned in school seems so straightforward
but of so little use to us when there is some real question
to be dealt with?

From a seminar transcript:

I learned a lot about the moon in school, I
passed tests on the moon...When we first started
discussing the moon last year, / rememt.er
saying, 'Well, when there's no.moon it's the
shadow of the moon on the eartn,' and zn 1
wasn't sure, and then everything went -.T.side down...

Issue: Periónai knowledge ind its relationship to formal
knowledge.

6. What is the relationship between how a child feelz and
how she/he learns? What is the special status of how a
thild feels about herself as a learner?

From a teacher's journal:
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I've never felt so 'dumb' in my litc. When

we first started to discuss chip trading, I
understood the question, but somehow I got
lost along the way, Zo I understand how kids
feel! I wanted to fade into the wall. I'm

so upset about it I can't even write how I

feel. Maybe I do not belong here?

Issue: The massive, almost virgin, territory of the
relation between cognition and affect.

7. What does it mean to "know" something, anyway?

Overheard by the tape recorder, during the break:

Teacher A -did you say a couple of times ago
that you didn't understand division? Well it

just occurree to me that I don't understand it;
I haven't looKed; now I'm gonna look. It just

hit me that it is the only one you do left to

right.

TeacheT B -Say that again?

A -Division is the only one that you do left

to right.

B -0h--huh!

A -And it just hkme--that I don't understand
that.

B -You know the funny thing I've just noticed--

I can't subtract any more. I cin't subtract

with re-grouping any more in my Check book.

A -What do you do?

8 -1 just can never figure out whether it
shou1d be in 9's,whether I should be adding 9's
orwhether I should be adding 10's, and / always

have to...I don't trust anything unless I check

it by adding up.

A -Yeah.

-And I just really don't know--I always knew.

I never had any troUble, and now I...

A -The more you teach, the more you think about

it, the harder it really is.

Issue: The epistemological foundation'of psychology.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Two Levels of Learning

Given the particular nature of thn semindr, ali of these issues

are addressed on two levels. At one level, the teachers are learning

/bout the moon, about making melodies, about long division, about

measuring time. At this level, the primary experience is watching the

moon, building tunes with the bells, and the pertinent fields of

knowledge can be thought of as astronomy, music, mathematics, and so on.

At another level, the teachers are learning about learning. At this

level, the primary experience is watching people learning--themselves,

each other, and children--and the pertinent field of knowledge can be

thought of as psychology.

This two-level approach makes an important statement About the

ways that we have drawnupon current work in cognitive psychology, and

the ways we see ccgnitive psychology contribuitng to teacher education.

Just as it seems clear to us.--and the data confirms this--that the

math, science, musical knowledge that people construct for themselves

over time is more accessible to them than knowledge that they "receive"

formally, so it seems clear to us that the same must hold true of knowledge

About learning. That is, rather thar. :ing taught About psychology

(rather than being taught About music theory), what needs to be done is

to provide experiences that challenge teachers' knowledge about learning.

Just like the experiences which challenge their 4nOwledge about zath or

science, these can push them to think about it more deeply, to take into

account features they might have missed, and so on.

Our question was, is it possible to help teachers learn cognitive

psychology in such a way that it will be of some help to them in their

teaching? This does nc:mep.n teaching textkooh versions of cognitive

psych.ilogy, any more than helping people learn music mea.ns teaching
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textbook versions of music theory. It means tryin; to help them make new

sense of their own experiences as learners and teachers.

Again, just as we have drawn upon our own kncwledge of astronomy,

music, or mathematics, to set up productive experiences in those areas,

so have we drawn upon our awn knowledge of psychology, to set up experiences

in this area.

At both levels, the seminar is characterized by careful interventions

on the part of the staff, and eventually on the part of the teachers among

themselves, as well. Interventions are guided by an on-going interaction

between the participants' particular, expressed thoughts and our sense

of what they might be thinking. Thus, as in the "clin!cal interview,"

interventions are always constructed on-the-spot in response to observations

and accounts made by the participants. But, inthe context of the seminar,

these on-going interventions may-themselves evolve over a long period.

We are talkj.ng about personal theories that we all depend on for finding

coherence in the world. To shake them up, even to give them up, demands

courage and care. (See, for example, Part IV, p. .)

It is in clinical interventions that the methodology of the seminar and

its research diverges, perhaps most strikingly, from more traditional

methodology of psychological research. At the same time, it is through

these, as examples, and through discussion and reflection on them, that

cognitive research gains most specific relevance to the classroom. On one

level the teachers learned both to question and to trust their own ex-

perience as learners; and as a result, on another lr.vel, in their work with

children, they shifted from seeking and valuing "right answers" to valuing

the capacity to seek out ways in which what a child says or does makes

sense to himself and to others.
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think hard about difficult prcblems. They noticed that the emphasis

was on what the children were thinking, not on its rightness or wrongness.

They noticed the effort put into finding a way to ask a questicn that

does not at the same time tell its answer. They noticed that the adult

is often silent--and that the silence is productive. They sm./ examples

of how weak data is in the face of a strong colivicticn,

"really do" think things as Piaget has descriLud. But, at tne samw clm=,

it was clear that there was also something that hadn't worked with

this group.

On reflection afterwards, the staff realized that this demonstration

was out of step with the usual pace of the seminar: the general points

were made, but for this group there was a sense of an embarrassment of riches--

far too much to take in and give its due. For example, 4 different children

had worked with five different problems in contrast to our usual rode of

spending sometimes 2 or 3 hours on one problem or one child's work.

The second time we invited children to the seminar we took a different

approach. We worked with 2 children who were friends, and enjoyed making

this excursion together. The children worked at the same time on just

one problem. Further, Duckworth, who was doing the demonstration, under-

toek to stop at the end of this one problem in order to discuss with the

group what had happened, before going on to anything.else.

This approach was far more attuned to the pace of this group of

teachers who were accustomed to taking an experience part, considering

it from every angle, and raising questions about its various kinds of

significance. This time, moreover, we never got to a second problem.

There was so much already that the teachers wanted to pursue.

BEST COPY AVA;LABLE 3 0
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The problem was a classic from The Child's Conception of Geometry

(1960) known as "The Islands." In its classic form, the child is presented

with a solid wooden block, 4" high and 3" X 3" cross-section (see Figure 1);

a pile of small (1") wooden cubes; and a blue board (meant to be a lake) on which

there are three patches of cardboard (meant to be islands) -- one 4" X 3", one

3" X 1", and one 2" X 2". The child is told that the solid block is an apartment

building; that everyone has to leave that building, and the child is to build

to accommodate the occupants on one of the "islands." The bas of the new

building is to cover the entire island, but it can't go off into the water.

The new building has to have just as much room in it as the original one.

Piaget outlines, of course, three stages, each with two substages. It is

not necessary here to repeat his outline. Consistent with our appr-,,.ch, Duckworth

used the problem to explore the thinking of these two children, as iar as possible.

This entailed keeping in mind the basic question inherent in the titsk, a variety

of possible responses, and most important, engaging in an interesting intellectual

discussion with the children.

In this particular case, each child had his own "lake," and one "island,"
Timmy's being 4 X 3, and Sandy's 3 X 2.

Model Block Timmy's "Island" Sandy's "Island"

Figure 1
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Sandy built his building one layer higher than the model-- 5 layers on a
3 X 2 base; then moved the model over beside his building.

Figure 2

and took off a layer--so they would be the same height. He recognized that he

now had less room in it, but couldn't immediately see what to do about that without
building out into the water. Timmy suggested building it higher; Sandy thought it
was a good idea, and added two layers.

Timmy alno stopped when his building was the same height as the model (Figure 3)

Figure 3

and, while acknowledging that his had a little more room in it (note that it is

on a larger base) neither of the boys could see what to do about it other than cutting

out a patch of cardboard to make an island the same size base as the model, and

.starting again.
"What if you took off some like that?" Duckworth asked, removing just three

cubes, i.e,, part of one layer. (Figure 4) "It would goof up the whole thing,"

..

Figure 4
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Said Timmy; "It's just a little smaller, that's all," said Sandy. Duckworth

'responded to Timmy's "goofing up" objection by removing the rest of the layer.

(Figure 5) Neither of them found that an acceptable solution. After repeated

Figure 5

fr.7.m tta.km c.,:t a nme base, or to adA more clay to the model,

Duckworth said, "All you can do is take more blocks off or put more blocks on."

Timmy said. "You'd have to get thinner blocks."
Duckworth then made a suggestion -- to see how the children reacted to it.

She turned the model on its side,so that it was on a base identical to Timmy's

(Figure 6). With surprise and pleasure, the boys responded that the 2 buildings

Figure 6

were now "equal".

Duckworth- "So that, you thin, is equal, do you?"

Timmy- "Yeah."

Sandy nods.

'Duckworth turns it upright again (Figure 7) - "Now what do you think?"

rL....k: .,'
,A.7 ...

,.

Figure-7
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Timmy- *Now you have to put more on."

Timmy explains this for a while, but doea not in fact do it, and then Duckworth
asks, "Has one of thnm got more room in it than the other?"

Timmy- "Yup."

Duckworth- "Which one?"

Timmy- "This one right now." (rhe model)

Duckworth- "Why do you say that?"

Timmy- "No I think they have the equal amount of...." (mumbles)

Duckworth- "Pardon?"

Timmy- "Because this one's bigger (model) and this one's wider (his)"

He then proceeds to measure (with his fingers, not with a block, but still I)

to see by how much the one is "bigger" (higher), and by how much the other is
wider.

Timmy- "The same width up and the side" (rhat is, the model is taller by the
same amount as his building is wider.)

Duckworth- "The same width? Is it?"

Timmy- "Yup, I just measured it, and they both came out the same way."

His procedure convinces Sandy, to whose building attention now turns.
After an initial tendency to want Sandy's building to be the same height as

the model again, they settled on having one extra layer. (See Figure 2.) This time
Sandy measured with the blocks, to show that one layer was missing in width, and
thus one layer needed to be added on top.

Their solutions, then, were -- a 3-layered building on Timmy's 4 X 3 base,
(correct) and a 5-layered building on Sandy's 3 X 2 base (1 layer too short).

Duckworth probes some more, makes same counter suggestions, they stick with
their solutions, and she stops there.

Her interpretation was that both boys were drawn to judge the overall amount
of space by the most salient dimension, the height; that they were able to think
how to remedy it in one case (Sandy's, when they had to build higher) but not
in the other (Timmy's, when they had to take off a layer); that they then saw that
a greater size in dimension (height, say) could be compensated for by a smaller
size in another (width, say); in both cases they judged that it needed not only to
be higher (or wider) but the same amount higher (or wider); this worked in one case
(Dmmmy's) but not the other (Sandy's) -- indicating that "the same amount" applied
to a single dimension, and not to a 3-dimensional slice; that there was no tendency .

to think of the original solid block as composed of units whose number could be
calculated.

3 4
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Piaget's interest in this problem concerns the epistemology of the notion of

volume. Of the kind of work Sandy and Timmy did, for example, he says:

"In all these trends, there is growth in the articulation of Euclidean
intuitions of volume. It is through that increasing articulation that
notions of volume lose their.topological character and come to conform
with Euclidean notions of length and area which are elaborated at this
level. However, although these articulations pave the way for operational
indling of the various relations together with their logical multiplication,

t_ey are insufficient to enable children to effect those reversible
compositions which mark the operational level proper. Thus these
responses are intermediate in character, and this fact appears most clearly
in the answers given to our questions about conservation." (Piaget &
Inhelder, 1967, 2. 369.)

Now this takes some effort to understand; and moreover, it takes a far

broader context -- refc:ences are made to notions that have been studied and

subsequently discussed through two entire volumes! It is not a criticism of

Piaget to point out that the quoted discussion is not easy to grasp if one has

not read the rest of the volume, and if one is not concerned with those epistemological

issues. But the fortunate thing is that this kind of work with children has other

values which are directly useful to teachers as they work with children. The

main thing -- common to Piaget's interests, as well, is the focus on the way

children are making their own sense of the situation in their own way. We can

all appreciate, and even be awed by, watching this happen without putting our

emphasis on Piaget's interpretation of what is meant by "in their own way."

That points to a second difference between Piaget's own writing and other

uses of his problems. In reading Piaget's protocols it is difficult to be "awed"

by children's intellectual work. Indeed, it is very difficult to read them at

all -- to follow the steps in what the children do and say -- and certainly to come

to our own conclusions about what they mean. And most importantly, it is simply

not possible at all to read into Piaget's brief protocols what is actually entailed

for the child as he does the work -- the surnrise, Puzzlement, dogged pursuit,

Piaget and Inhelder (1960, 67).
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resistance to suggestion or not, doubts, convictical and so on all of which

gives us aS appreciation of a mind at work. It was all of these aspects Of the

session with the children, not to mention gestures, facial expressions, and

eye movements, that contribute to the teachers understanding of Tirraresand Sandy's

thinking.

The important thing for the teachers, then, was seeing how children could

become caught up in intellectual work, how they could engage with an adult in

intellectual discussion, and how different this is from an adult's attempts toteach them

to see it in a certain way. Piaget's contribution here is,on the one hand, having

located what are essentially crucial intellectual issues for children, and finding

ways to put the issues in a form that catches their interest; and on the other

hand, developing the "clinical interview" techm in which the adult role

is to find out as :rich as possible about what th ch:ld himself believes

abOut an issue. Both these aspects are what gave the Fession with Timmy ana

Sandy its significance. Piaget's own interpretation wi.s, in this case, beside

the point.

It is clear that the teachers did seize the basic nature of the question.

Duckworth :opped at the end of what.is thought of as one part of the classic

technique.

The teachers discussed at length what had happened, and came up with three
further questions that t.hey wanted the children to think about and respond to.
Despite the fact that none of the teachers had read any of Piaget's books, all three
of these questionsturned out to be ones that Piaget had asked in other parts of
his exploration of children's notions of volume - evidence enough that the teachers
had seized the crux of the problem (and were, in their invention of further questions,
"being" Piaget):

"What would happen if you took the model away and asked the kids if the two
ITimmy and Sandy's buildings) have the same number of rooms?"

"I would just like to see them build a copy of the model, without talking
about islands."

"What if you asked them:. if you only had this many blocks (the blocks in
Timmy's building) could you build that one (Sandy's)?"

3 6



These three questions were then pursued, very productively. In answer to the
first question, Timmy replies, "If both our buildings fit that building, the clay
building, then both of ours would be the same." Sandy agrees. (The question comes
back later, however.)

The most intriguing episode of all arose when they were asked to reproduce
the model. For each of them, it was a problem to make the base, though each of
them resolved that problem without undue perp7Amity. (One of them held the model
just off the .table, and built a base of blocks under it -- as if he were constructing
with the blocks the patch of cardboard similar to the other "islands".) Once the
base was established, both proceeded easily. Sandy finished his first, and Timmy
was left without enough blocks to finish. He had 2 complete layers, and 51olocks
on the third layer; he needed 4 more to complete that layer, and 9 for the
top layer (Figure 8). Duckworth asked him how many blocks he needs.

Figure 8

Timmy- "About 10."

Duckworth- "How did you figure.that?"

Timmy counts, and then announces- "9 more."

Sandy is persuaded (with difficulty!) to lend Timmy 9 from his own building.
As Timmy adds them to his, it becomes clear that there aren't enough. Tommy is

dumbfounded.

Duckworth- "Odd, eh? How many more do you need now?"

Timmy counts- "Four."

The 9 blocks are given back to Sandy, and Duckworth tries to move on to
another question, but Timmy is still totally taken up with the mystery of the

9 blocks.

Timmy- "I counted wrong."

Duckworth- "HOw did you count wrong?"

Timmy- "I didn't have these on when I counted." (he takes off the 5 of
the third layer.)

Duckworth- "What happened?"

3
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Timmy- "You musta took some."

Duckworth- "How many mw do you think you need?"

Timmy- (Counts 4 missing from 3rd layer, 5 present in 3rd layer, and
3 more, it's unclear from where.) "Twelve."

Duckworth- "How'd you get 12?"

Timmy- "I went 1 2 3 4 5, (the 5 present) 6 7 8 %" (the 4 missing).

"I still need 9!"

Bandy- "Timmy, if you get 4 more blocks, and then another 9 there,
it :mad probably be just like mine."

Sandy gets surer and surer of this; figures out that would make 13;
and tries several times to explain it to Timmy. For much of the time,
Tinny is still trying to count. For example

Tinny- "Wait a sec, 1 2 3, I have 4 here, right? I mean 5, I
count one more layer 1 2 3 4 5'(Sandy- "But you said...")
"Wait--5 6 7 8 9 10. Wait a minute I have 5 here, and then
I need 5 more on the top and then I need s..s...and then I
need 5 more, 6 7 8 9...oh wowl"

Sandy finally manages to explain his way of going about it; takes 13
blocks from his building and adds them to Timmy's while Timmy counts.
When they have all been added, Timmy brings over the clay model, to check
that this building is just like it. "Yup," he says.

Duckworth drops it there.

They go on then to calculating the number of blocks that are in each
building, and although that was full of interest, our purposes here are
better served by looking at the teachers' discussion of "the 13 problem."
The first teacher to bring it up said:

T
1
- rHe didn't have a good system for counting--he would count

the ones he had, and then say these were the ones he needed.

Another teacher responds that she thinks he did have one part

of a very good system.

T
2
- "But that makes--if you have 5 and those 5 are raised and you

know you need another laver, then you need at least those 5.
Right? You know what I mean?"

T
1
- "Yeah, I'm with you."

T
2- "Alright soI thoughtthat WAS a strategy that would have worked,

if imbed extended the bottom layerl-I mean if he had doubled)
then, the spaces...
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T
1
- "...doubled the bottom."

T
2
- "...you know,...then he'd drop that and forget that he needed

to move that up. It wasn't until the end that I could see that
counting strategy."

Two teachers said they thought he asked for 9 because he knew he
needed one more layer; one of them thought he then forgot about the four
missing in layer 3; the other thought he simply didn't know how to take
them into account.

T
5
disagrees- "Sandy would say 'you need 4 more for this layer,'

and (Timmy) would say, 'no, I need 5 more for this layee--so
he.was talking about different layers."

T
6
- "When I was watching him count, he seemed to be counting the

4 empty spaces and then the 5 that were up--And it was as if...
he knew he had to reach a 4th layer, and in order to reach a
4th layer, he had to count more on the 5 that were up,and he also
was realizing that if he counted 4 more in the spaces he would
have a flat layer and I think he was confusing like the flat
layer with the top layer."

T
7
- "I felt like he understood that he had to go up another layer

and so he counted 5 on top and then somehow when he counted the
4 he was filling in the spaces but then he couldn't also fill in
the spaces again."

One teacher had the impression that Timmy knew that one layer consisted
of 9 blocks, and referred to the way he had built his 3 x 3 base. Others
disagreed on that point, andcited other evidence.

T6- "I'm not sure he realized--I'm not sure I realize...that the 5
that were up and the 4 that were spaces, together form 1 layer.
Because they're not--I mean, I don't think he was seeing the*5
and the 4 as part of a whole layer. Some were up and some were
down."

These excerpts show at least 4 of the different interpretations the

teachers made of what most teachers would simply think of as a "mistake."

This discussion would do credit to a graduate seminar in cognitive

research. The questions were good ones and the evidenceinvoked in support

of possible answers was good also: did Timmy-know thc: part of what he

needed was a complete layer? Did he know that adding together the number

present and the number absent made a whole layer? Did be know there were
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9 in a layer? Even kote subtle are the three interpretations of how Timmy

might have come to acid together some blocks that were present and some

blocks that were abstnt ia trying to determine how many he needed (Ti, T6, T7).

But.the teacher% did not ee this as an exercise in psychology.

Rather it was as teathars that they wanted to make sense of what the children

were doing. It was 40 teachers that they realized that the better they could

judge how children %Are seeing a problem, the better they could decide

.what would be approptiate to do next.

This demonstratnn was the context for the second session described

in mini-case-study A (see Part II, pp. 9 to 11 ). Looking back at the

teacher's comments oA p.11, it is clear that the demonstration and the dis-

cussion that followed aid indeed have explicit significance for her as a

teacher: "...I feel closer to changing the vested interest in ob4ectives--

or at least believula that that Process alone is valuable. I guess for the

first time clearly I BOW children learning--the process of learning without

the answers fully in toot. Ah, so many times around on this issue."

Indeed, it seems unIkay chat this demonstration would have had this kind

of impact on thi;tesGher without "...somany times around on this issue,"

in their own reflectiAre learning in the previous seminar. It also seems

unlikely that learnitig %bout ?Liget in a more traditional context would have

led to suCh insightoGonkerning the teachers' own work with children in

her classroom., ws heve, then, some examples of the evidence in support

of the effectiveness Of our two-level approach to cognitive reasearch. It

is this approach sad tba preliminary results whichone observer has described

as ftrevolutionary."

.40
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PART IV: MUSIC -- ANALYSIS OF A PROTOCOL

iginal proposal (pp. 14-15) it was anticipated that music would

play a special role in encouraging teachers to confront their "intuitive

knowledge" -- It was also predicted that music tasks would

"suggest experiments" in other domains (p. 9). %bile same of

the other predictions with respect to music were not confirmed (see below),

this one was. In fact, the initial =sic tasks did lead, quite spontaneously

to other projects involving for example, building "machines" to measure

time, experimenting with balls rolling down ramps, and other experiments

involving time, space, mction, their relations and their measurement. In

turn, the music tasks did encourage the teachers' interest in and avareness

of problems of description, especially the possibility of making differing

descriptions of the "same" thing. And when.the phenomena to be described

involved relations of relations (as they often did), these proved to be the

most intriguing and also the most puzzling.

At the same time, the staff, as informed observers, gained new insight

into the underlying, tacit theories which characterized the participants'

Jarfoledge-in-action (see below). However, interestingly, our insights

related to music, unlike those in physics or math, Imre often difficult to

use as a way of helping teachers to recognize, understand and appreciate

their own musical knowhow. Nbt surprisingly, than, the teachers varied

widely in their reactions to the music tasks. At the extremes, one teacher

found that they were the most useful activities she did; for another, lc

remained perplexing why we had done them at all.

4
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A Framework for Protocol Analysis

bleter;p-
t1

**et
4 att 44M ;ft,

The diagram abrwe is an attempt to organize in a systematic way our

efforts to prbbe and make sense of reflective learning in the course of the

teacher's work. within particular concrete taSk situations we designed for

them. Because we wanted to capture the dynamic quality of these experiences,

have node use of notions which emptasize the dialectical relations

among actions -- e.g., actions on objects, reflection-in-action, reflection-

*
on-actions, and knowledge-in-action (ICIA). The term, knowledge-in-action,

whidh is central to the nodel, we have tentatively characterized as the

curtent (but not necessarily stable) state of an individual's possible

nental constructions and coherence-making strategies with respect to some

present phenomena. We use the term in place of more traditional expressions

like "mental structures", "internal representation", or "cognitive sdhema"

in order to captuee a sense of ncymment associated with learning or Ohange.

tie:would also like to suggest with the term, that such "'knowledge" need not

be associated with a capacity for external syMbolic expression. Thus MA

nay often be that whidh an individual knows hoe/ to do, but can't say.

42
* The term,"relectioh-in-action", is D.A. Wain's; indeed, the model owes
vuoh to his use of the idea in The Reflective Practitioner (im preparation).
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In the diagram, above, the arrows marking Loop I indicate that

RIA shapes the way an individUal acts on or manipulates objecta associated

with a particular task. The continuation of Loop 1, as it passes through

REFLECTION, indicates that an actor's reflective apprehension of the effect

of these actions can influence the current state of her J. This process,

in turn, may lead to new actions on the objects.

We can say, then, that the manipulation of objects in a task situation

is an initial experiment. The result of this experiment (an arrangement

or grouping) is an externalizing of the individual's RIA in a kind of

"acted description" within the materials themselves. The result of the

acted description, especially if it is surprising, leads, through on-the-

spot reflection, to new actions-- a new arrangement, ordering or otherwise

shaping of the material at hand. This on-the-spot reflection in response

to an acted description we call reflection-in-action.

For example, as Sammy and Randy constructed and reconstructed their

buildings (MB Part III, above), they were externalizing in acted descriptions

their KEA with respect to the problem as they saw it. And as they looked

at the results of these acted descriptions, they were sometimes surprised.

The materials then "talked back" to them, influencing the current state of

their ElA which led to new actions on the objects.

The arrows in Loop 2 of the diagram refer to actions of description

which *Fternalize RIA in media other than the materials themselves -- e.g.,

verbal or graphic descriptions. These acts of description, like those in

Loop 1, are guided by KEA with respect to the particular problemrdomain .

and also by KtA with respect to verbal or graphic description-making. The

continuation of Loop 2 as it, too, passes through REFLECTION, suggests that

the making of verbal or graphic descriptions may, through reflective
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apprehension, also influence the current state of K/A. This may result

sometimes in a new view --for example, to seeing new elements and relations

or even to seeing the whole problem in a new way. Such shifts or restructuring

of KlA can lead once more to new actions on the objects -- i.e., to changes

in the course of Loop 1 -- or to new descriptions.

Thus, there is a dialectical process occuring within Loop 1, a dialectical

process occuring within Loop 2, and also a dialectical process occuring

across Loops 1 and 2 -- i.e., between actions on objects and acts of

description in a medium other than the materials, themselves. Central to

this picture, then, is the notion that EIA, an individual's dynamic state

of possible mental constructions and coherence-making strategies, is

reciprocally influencing and being influenced by actions on things and by

acts of description in verbal or graphic media.

Fbr example, Duckworth's questions (et happened? How did you get 12?)

elicited verbal descriptions from the boys. As they reflecLJ-ed on their

actions through the resulting verbal account, this sometimes led them to

try something else -- i.e., to change their acted descriptions. Reflection-

al- action -- a "stop-and-thihk" -- most typically occurs, in this process,

anWiAhen reflection-in-action reaches an impass or is probed by an outsider.

Reflection, as reflective apprehension, then, is an intrinsic mediating

force in this process.

Our terminology brings to mind Piaget's notion of "reflective abstractioe.

Our use differs from Piaget's, however, in the emphasis and role we give to

*This account does not distinguish sufficiently between reflection, as in
"ajects talk back" (o.r as in a glass reflecting), and reflection as in
re-viewing (or as in looking at the glass). However, the ambiguity seems
unavoidable in the effort to ahvey that the reflective process, here,
is not simply one of standing back or removing oneself, but rather one
that is closely tied to action, itself.

4 4
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description. Indeed, this emphasis was already suggested in the original

proposal, especially in the discussion of the role of music in the project

(pp. 14-16), and the discussion of the uses of curriculum materials (pp. 16-19).

The emphasis there was primarily an the pervasive influence of conventional

descriptions or "privileged languages" on what is considered "knowledge"

or mastery of some "hasic skill". That is, the grasp of elements and

relations implicit in the symbol systems associated with a domain is often

taken tc be equivalent to "knowledge" in the domain. In the framework

proposed by the diagram we can, instead,contrast the perticipant who has

"formal knowledgeh within a domain (e.g., one who has learned the "privileged

language") with the novice participant by attending explicitly to the

differences expressed in Loop 2 and to their influence on the actions of

leop 1.

AN EXAMPLE: TUNE BUILDING

The example which follows will serve to illustrate how the proposed

model can be used as a framework for protocol analysis. The task in this

instance is, in fact, one involving music. The analysis will demonstrate

the kinds of procedures we are using and would propose to develop further.

The task as given to the group, was as follows: 1) neke up a tune

that you like, using all the (Mmtesscri) bells in the collection you have

been given; 2) neke as rich a description as possible of your completed

tune; 3) write a set of instructions so someone else could play your tune on

your bells.

In preparation for this music task, the group was divided into pairs.

!Montessori designed a set of bells to be used as one of the "sensorial

materials". The bells are "tuned" to include all the chromatic pitches

over one octave (:to C'). The tuning results from differences in the

thickness of the natal and thus, for the player, they all look the same.

As a result, differences in pitch are only distinguishibleWictuellY
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Each pair of participants was given a set of five Mbntessori bells. The

bells were selected beforehand so as to include pitches that did not

obviously belong to any one major scale -- i.e., did not clearly generate

one, single major key or unambiguous tonal center. It was hypothesized

in designing the task that all the participants would need to confront

that issue in some way, thus confirming a more general hypothesis: the

pitch relations wbich generate tonality are necessary factors in our

internalized model of a coherent tune.

The specific behavior that would constitute evidence in confirmation

of these hypotheses was not predicted. Indeed, the questions were, first,

could we observe sufficiently consistent behavior in the decisions and

constructions the participants made so as to confirm or disconfirm our

hypotheses: and second, could the players describe their tune in terms

that mxild demonstrate in some way their sense of tonality as a necessary

factor in its coherence? In addition, it would be important to compare

these spontaneous descriptions and their implicit units of analysis,

with the categories of analysis implicit in the conventional languages

and notations associated with music theory.

In this regard the protocol presents an interesting problem: In

order for us as observers to understand %%that the players did and, indeed,

to tel.'. the reader what they did, it is necessary ,',,reAland to know the

names of the bell-pitches we gave the players to work with. But if we

say that the array of bells included the pitches, D Eb GPI! C, as they did,

we as obeervers as well as the reader, are privy to information that the

plsyers were not. Mbre importantly, this information is quite different

in kind from that of the tune builders as they began their work.

Fbr example, let us assume that the informed observer/reader has

4 6
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acquired and internalized a reference structure which gives meaning to the

symbols associated with the task domain. The reference structure assumes at

the very least, the fixed, linear, and equidistant ordering of pitches

the set of all available pitches ordered from low to high.

Given, then, the names of the bells-pitches, above, we can put them in

order (IDEb F# ...). The pitch names thus designate particular and unique

places within the reference structure and also specify the distances between

-any two pitches -- i.e., their intervalic relations. FUrther, the reference struc-

ture assigns possible functions for these pitches within a tonal network --

e.g., tonic, dominant; do, sol; 1,5. A reference structure, then, is an

internalized mental ocnstruct in terms of which symbols and names gain

meaning. Indeed, the reference structure, mediated by the associated symbol

system, strongly determines what things and relations we assume as givens

in a particular task domain.

Recall, now, that the players had before them a mixed array of bells that

were not named or labeled in any way, and which looked identical. Thus,

the only way the participants could distinguish one bell from another was to

play them. FUrther, the musically novice tune builders did not have an in-

ternaliztedreference structure within which they could place the bell-

pitches, measure their distances or assign names to them. Thus, unlike the

informed observers/readers, the players were in a position of having to find

out by actively experinentingwith various combinations and arrangements

of the bells, just what it was they had. Indeed, much of their initial

wark was spent in the construction and re-canstructicn of what we will call

a reference entity -- an "ordering" of the bells throughi which they could

hold onto the coherence-asking relations they found in these experiments.

This reference entity served to externalize the elements and relations the

4 7
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brie-builders found and it also determined a subsequent notation scheme.

The process of construction and the resulting reference entity are, then,

quite different in kind and in function from an already acquired reference

structure with which the observer/reader comes to the task.

O a reference entity is unique to this task

O it exists as a construction made up of a set of objects,
not as a mental construct

o it functions as a way of "holding still" found relations

o it evolves over time as a result of active experiment where
each move becomes the basis for and entrains the next

o it serves to define the very terms of the task which only
gradually emerge through reflective interaction between
player and materials

But this is not to say that the participants came to the task without

mental structures for nicking action experiments and decisions. indeed,

it is our expressed purpose, here, to understand the nature of their

MA as this quite explicitly shaped their decisions, their acted descriptions

and the evolution of their final tune.

Tb return to our initial point, then, giving the reader the names of

the bell-pitches, with the meanings they carry in an already thoroughly

internalized reference structure, puts us in danger of reading back onto

the participants' moves -- their decisions and actions -- "givens" which are

curs but not theirs. At the same time we run the risk of failing to

recognize and to appreciate what is is the participants can do. And with

this we may also fail to appreciate the cognitive work involved in their

construction of a reference entity on-the-spot, in their tune-building

decisions, and in their invention of a notation scheme for describing

their tune .

4
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The reader should bear in mind, then, that the analysis which follows

is doomed to distort the players' experience. TO correct this distortion,

try to imagine the situation as one in which pitches have no names and that

you have no.pre-detendned way to assign them. And if you ask yourself how,

then, you might go about finding some basis for constructing same kind of

reference entity that would reflect the sense you are able to make of what

you hear, you will be assuming something like the stance of our participants.

Analysis of the protocol

In this section we will analyze excerpts from a rather long protocol

in which two of the teachers, we will call them Dora and Ann, are involved

in this experiment in tune building. Dora's first comment serves as a

striking example of the necessary interaction between actions on objects

(ats bells), acts of description, and the process of constructing the

"givens" of the task. After playing all the bells, briefly, Dora says,

Well, we have to make a tune. Should we make a symbol
system to sort of designate the bells, or should we
put them in order?

, Dora proposes two apparently alternative tasks as ways of getting started

on their tune-building. But, in fact, the first task is dependent on the

second. That is, to 'Wake a symbol system ... to designate the bells"

requires that the players first find same way to "put them in order". ln

short, the players must construct an acted description within the medium

of the bells, to which a subsequent "symbol system" will refer. Theyznast,

then, build a "reference entity" which will determine their subsequent

notation scheme.

Thus, for the teachers withtheir minimal musical training, the work

Dora proposes -- to order the bells, is, in fact a process of searching

4 9
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far the "givens" of the material. That this involved reflecticn-in-action

is evihnced by the on-the-spot reconstructions they make in their reference

entity taxi by the shifts in criteria they use in doing so. While their

coPmehte implicitly point to these criteria, it is also evident that the

plAyets, themselves, do not clearly differentiate among them.

Ihe f011owing criteria are expressed in their various moves: PO ordering

as in A particular sequence along some explicit property-- i.e., from lowest

to highest pitch; B) ordering as in making the set generally coherent or

veiny lt sensible--i.e., grouping the bells - pitches that "go together"

and sePerating these from those that are "odd"; C) ordering as in "sounds

nice" i.e., a sequence of tones that could be a reasonable tme.

/he initial events of the protocol can be grouped into four phases:

moNts 5,12; 13-15; 16-22; 23-33. We have marked the boundaries of phases

%stare there is a restructuring of the reference entity; most often this

coineVes with a shift in the criterion for what constitutes "in order".

Tha hells as arranged on the table are indicatee -s n with playing on

0-'41

thOm es 0 0

Moves Arrangement

p C F E b

3.2

erCrlD 0 0
0 G C Fit E

0 0 0 06
E

0 0 0 0 0FP g6

Phase 1

Comments Criteria

D: This one (1) seems really
odd, don't you think? And
these three go together m-c-c)

Pa These thre. efinitely go from A
low to high (1).-c-c)

Aa So, these must be sharps or
flats (e) F#)
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In Nbves 5-12 Dora and Ann construct their first reference entity using

criteria A and B -- ordering from low to high (A) and the search for

relations that make for coherence (B). By these criteria 130-G-C "definitely

go from low to high" (criterion A) and they "go together" (criterion B).

(Notice that their descriptions also suggest action-- "go from", and "go

together.") The three bells grouped together constitute the current reference

entity with respect to which the Eb and F# bells are "odd" or Niharps or

flats"*. The latter bells are physically separated from the reference entity

expressing their ambiguous status in a spatial way. The arrangement of the

bells on the table is, then, an acted description within the medium of the

task materials, themselves. It externalizes and "holds still" the relations

that the tune builders have constructed so far.

Phase 2

Mbves Arrangement Comments Criteria

13 4* D: Try these two together (1)41) -000 0 0
e Si'

(0
A,

.40 0 04
0 t

A. (Plays 1101-F#) -

P
14

Cg5°
A.

0
(PlAys D-F#-G)

15 0000
et e s

D: Ohl That sounds nice!

D: (Incorporates F# in row)

IMO

*That these pitches happen to have names that include a flat and a sharp is
purely a coincidence; that they sound Road" is not. That is, bells with the
same relations as those given to the participants could have been C# D F F# B.

In that case the analogous arrangement at Mbve 12 wculd have been:
the "odd" bells "Amid then not be "sharps or flats" but they would
still sound "odd" for the sane reasons.

51
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The acted description of phase one suggests new actions especially

how to incorporate the "odd" bells? Ann, at Dora's suggestion, tries the

sequence 0.-F#, and than goes on with D-F#-G. Dora responds to the last

try withevident pleasure -- "Oh! That sounds nice!" And with this, she

incorporates the F# bell into the reference entity.

Here we see reflection-in-action at work as each move evolves out of

the previous move, shaping and changing the coherence of the material

at hand: An experiment -- trying the sequence D-F#-G-- triggers a shift

to criterion C, "sounds nice", as in a little tune. This shift, in turn,

leads to a change in the properties Dora attributes to the material at hand.

That is, while D-GC were "in order" by criteria (A) and (B), but F# UBS

"odd", the new context, D-F#-G evokes criterion C under which F# is no longer

"odd" but "sounds nice". Then, at Mbve 15, Dora makes an acted demcription

of the newly found coherence. She incorporates the F# bell into the ordering

exactly in the position where it "sounded nice", externalizing and holding

still the relations she has found. Thus actions on objects result, through

reflective apprehension, in a restructuring of current FIA which leads, in

turn, to a new acted description-- i.e., a reconstruction of "in order" , or

what we have called the reference entity.

Nbve Arrangement

16 0000 04
0

Phase 3

Comments

Aa That's lower isn't it?

D: Don't ask me about high and
low; I get all mixed up.

Criteria

A

(CI?)

17-18 C) CP 0 CP 404 D: Yes! Play that. Tilly are we wasting (A?)

g tine in ordering?

orW,olio1/41t.
C) CP CP 0 09

19 le Fl$
m Alright.L.So let's use them in this A

order (94D is incorpmated into row).
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A: Or else we take out the two that B-C
sound like they're in a different
key, or sharp, or whatever, and rove
all around them.

D: O.K. She wants us to use all A-C
our bells so let's just keep
these in this order -- arbitrarily
fram low to high. Right? According
to our ears.

D: Right? We have an order-- a des- A-B-C
cription.

Responsive, now, to the current arrangement, Ann tries, at Mbve....N to,

incorporate the remaining bell. Reinvoking criterion (A) she compares D and

Eb: "That's (1) lower (than D) isn't it?" Dora, apparently preferring to

stay with criterion C, resists the question: "Don't ask me about low and high:

it gets me all mixed up."Ann, continuing on her tack, plays the pair twice more. Dora

impatiently giving in to Ann's question answers, mYes," places the Eb bell

at the left (low) end of the row and adds: "Why are we wasting time in ordering

-- let's use them in this order." With Ann staying close to criterion (A)

and Dora reluctantly capitulating to it, the Eb- bell gains membership in

the reference entity which is restructured this time more by fiat than by

conviction. *

This phase ends with comments that seem to characterize the stance of

each of the two participants. Ann, more careful (in the conventional sense

*orderly") suggests, at Mbve 20, a plan perhaps for later tune-building:

... take out the two that sound like they're in a different key... and

rove all around them." Dora, with the taste of immediate personal satisfaction

achieved almost just by chance, ignores Ann: ".. so let's just keep these

in this order arbitrarily from law to high... according to our earsly This .

rather remarkable statement suggests that for Dora all decisions concerning

making "order" are "arbitrary"; the criterion, to order as in low to high (A)

* El) as "lower than" D(A) seems fused, here, with a sense of Eb "going to" D

as it does in the final tune (C).
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is much the same sort of criterion as "sounds nice" (C). That is, they

are both arbitrary "according to our ears".

The implications of Dora's comment are significant. Consider that

1) the tune-builders' actions-- judgements, moves, descriptions-- are guided

by what they know how to do but can't say, 2) the players are not conversant

with the "privileged language" associated with the tadk-domain, 3) the

prevailing attitude is that without knowledge of the "privileged language"

one has no "knowledge" in that domain.*

/t is not surprising, then, that Dora can attribute judgements only bo

her "ear" and that the "ear", unlike the knowing mind, makes "arbitrary"

judgements. How could they be otherwise since she cannot point to the

knowledge that 7etermined them?

Dora's comment helps to clarify the differences between knowledge-

in-action characterized by an internalized reference system, and knowledge-

in-action which is not. It also illustrates a central concern of the

project: it is difficult, particularly in school contexts, to value or even

to recognize both our own and our studants' powerful capacities to construct

coherence, to shape phenomena, when those capacities are embedded in every

day actions but not expressable in the formal symbol systems associated

with lanowledge" of subject-matter. Such KIA is most often transparent to

the actions it shapes: we thus find it easy to attribute its workings to

the fallible, arbitrary magic of the "ear" rather than the knowledgeable,

considered work of the mind. Dora's comments towards the end of the second

year (Tmuly months after this session) are a dramatic indication of how she

later came to value what she called heesubjective knowledge" as a powerful

tool for acquiring knowledge that Ino one could take away from me." (p.16 ).

5 4
Both paayers had said repeatedly before beginning the task, "I don't
know anything about music."
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In any case, Mbves 16 to 22 provide evidence that the participants

are, each in their own way, constructing a reference entity through

reflection-in-action: the constructed entity is unique to the task; it

is evolving from their experimenting where eadh move influences and ent:Fns

the next through the emergence of new features and relations. %bile ther

clearly bring to the task, rather remarkable capacities for coherence-vaking

in music, the state of this FIA is, itself, evolving "according to our

ears" not according to a pTe-constructed, fixed, formal reference structrre.

As Dora says, yoking clear the reflective interaction between construction

and description,-"Wt have an order--a description." And indeed the ordering is a

description--an acted description of what the two participants have four-' so far.

Phase 4

Mbve Arrangement Comments Criteria

4 4,
25 0 0 0 0 0 Aa '.1:z wanted these to be sort of C

El et
featured. They're so different
(Eb-F#). They start to get all

muddled... we should have a def-
inite phrase, and then a pause
and then let the air clear...
A line, a segment, and then a
pause.

0111 010 Pli 0"11

26 0 0 00 0
D 06. C.

A, more complete analysis of the protocol would need to include the underlYing
theories driving their MA -- e.g., a more complete account of the criteria
and especially how they influence each move. For example, why do DI-G,C
"go together" while do and F# are "od4"; why, then, do D-F*-G later "scund
nice"; and why, in this context, is ED found to be "lower" than D?
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31

32

33

`1, fie '3 2gb

erg o
ek D

28 D: "How on earth would we ever
describe that?"

D: "How do you plan to incorporate
them? I mean the two odd ones...
and then...?

D: "Coo! Coo! Why don't we... keep
these two together, (db-F#)...
Coo, Ooo! In other words, use
these three in order, somehow
(D-13-C)." (Sle rearranges the
raw putting EP and F# together
on the left.)

D: "That doesn't sound too bad, right?" C

With this phase the players turn explicitly to tune-building. Criterion

C becomes central as it guides the tune-builders' planning and their actions,

and is reflected in the language they use. New features become focal --

"Phrase", "line", "segment", "pause", are structural entities of a tune in

contrast to the global features of the bell-pitches which were surfaced by

criteria (A) and (B).

And with this shift in focus, actions on the bells dramatically change.

The reference entity becomes an instrument-- a unique, special purpose

instrurrent which guides the players' performance. At 27-30 Dora moves about

We use this notation in order to try and capture the feeling of playing
on the bells as they are ordered. The progression is marked by the dotted
lines, i.e., read left to riit within each line and top to brIttan from

01C one line to the . The tune at Nave 20 is:
I

OM MI



on her constructed instrument, and she does so in clearly defined rhythm

patterns (),(7)!).1AnI), transforming them as she goes. Dora is improvising--

perhaps the nicest example of reflection-in-action where each "go" suggests

the next. But, at Mbve 28, Dora says, "How on earth would we ever describe

that?" -- reflection-on-action will be difficult.

At Nbve 31, in response to her improvising, Dora has what seams to

her a new insight: "Coo, Coo...!" Why don't we... keep these three together...

in other words, use the odd ones and keep these three in order, somehow..."

EXcitedly, she again restructures the reference entity cum instrument now in

response to her new ideas. Reflection-in-action surfaces structural relations

that she finds in improvising which, in turn, lead to a new basis for ordering

the bells. And in this context, Ann's plan takes on meaning for Dora who

simply makes it her own -- description (Ann's) is transformed into actions

(Dora's). The "featured bells" are placed first in the row with the three

others "in order somehow" after them. The new "tone-row" becomes an acted

description of the tune structure that Ann had initially proposed at Mbve 20.

Again playing on the bells at 33, Dora, guided by the new structure of

her instrument, finds a new tune. The tune alternates between a "featured

bell" (which was once considered "odd") and one of the others that "go

together" (as they have from the outset): Ell-D; F#-G. The new arrangement

becomes a bell path guiding the action path of the tune's performance -- a

reference entity that functions as both a vehicle for and a partial description

of the tune's structure.

Thus the dialectic works itself out: description (a plan) gains meaning

in the context of actions on the bells (improvi icn), which leads to

reconstruction of the reference entity (Nft acted description), which, in

turn, entrains new actions on the bells (anew tune) that "... doesn't
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sound too bad..." And interestingly, this new tune is, itself, a transformation

of the very first improvisation at Mbve 27.

It should be pointed cut, here, that all through their work, the tune

builders have struggled with what we had initially hypothesized would be a

problemr-namely, that the given set of bells included pitches that did not

unambiguously define a single tonality or key. This is exactly the issue in

all the discussion of "odd" bells (ar "flats or sharps" or, indeed, "in

a different key.") The many times around on this issue, the work involved

in resolving it, and indeed, the influence it has on the builders' construction

and reconstruction of the reference entity, all dramatically confirm our

more general hypothesis: a sense of tonal relations, including stable and

unstable pitcher, is a necessary factor in the players' internalized model

of a coherent tune. Interestingly, it is in the constructicn of the tune that

the players resolve the problem. The tune, thus far, treats the "odd bells"

as embellishments to the more stable pitches (D-G-C),the latter being

emphasized by repetition. The tune builders succeed in constructing and

defining a tonality through the construction of a unique instrument and

through the sequence of pitches and rhythms of their tune. This seems

striking evidence for a significant aspect of the underlying theory which

is driving their Elk-- what they know hag to do but can't say.

The Evolution of Description

Calling the tune thus far, "the first part," the players turn, now,

explicitly to description. Thpping out the rhythm, Dora invents a first

description: 1 123 1 123. Dora's numbers stand for hits on the bells

and the spacing and count-up indicate structured groupings of thR3e hits.

That is, she counts up the hits within little rhythmic groups:
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Ann plays the tune, following the notation, and suggests they should add,

"... somehow a oouple more l's" Pursuing this plan, Ann plays the tune

once more from the beginning and, indeed, adds 5 more evenly spacnd notes

(1 couple of l's) which she improvises an their instrument:

Final Tune

3 4 .IND

_C-
I.: 7..
_ . _d_, _

Thus, description again informs action, here, quite directly. And with this

"second part" the tune is completed.

There follows, in the next long section of the tune-builders' work, a

series of descriptions, each one evolving into the next, just as in the bell

constructions:

Mbve Description Explanation

41 s q dr° Dora is finally ready to make a00000 "symbnl system to designate the

fib b C) bells."She numbers them 1-5 accord-
ing to their sequence in the
reference entity.

With numbers reserved for naming
the bells, a graphic description

mom * is invented for rhythm: "...a
dot for shorts; a line for longs."

Names of the bells from the
a. reference entity as they commr

I 3 3 3 in the tune now, are added under

7.- :4
the rhythm.

7 "5 T
*While the notation of longs and shorts", is incorrect with respect to measured
values, it does capture "figural grouping". Indeed, this spontaneous exempla
confirms findings in previous experimental situations regarding the descriptions
of figural grouping in contrast to metric grouping (MBle Bamberger, 1980).

44 D.1)

45 D.2)*

46 D.3)
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Mbve Description Explanation

60 D.4) The two "parts" of the tune are
1 18113

labeled A and B.

2 61

aNN OEM AIM

85 D.5) "A consists of 2 longs and 6
shorts; B, 5 longs."

94 D.6) "A is 1 long and 3 shorts,
1 long and 3 shorts; B is
5 longs.., you're right."

The "rhythmic contents" of A
and B are counted up.

The rhythmic pattern cf A and B,
as you play then to make the tune,
are substituted, instead.

Descriptions 1-4 seam quite straight-forward at this juncture; but they are

so only when we keep in mind the moves which led to them. In particular, '-he

moves that led to the evolution of the unique reference entity cum instrument

to whiCh th2 numbers refer; and the role and evolution of description: from the

earlier "odd" bells, to "sounds nice", to plans for "phrase", "line",

"featured bells", up to the final graphics at D.3 and the larger structural

description at D.4. It is interesting to see, also, that the initial rhythmic

notation (1 123 1 123) captures grouping but not relative duration, while

in D.2, the grarhics do dhow longs and shorts.*

%hat about D.5 and D.6? These, in fact, resulted from a long discussion

between the two players concerning"timing": once relative duration was

Indicated, were the "longs" twice as long as the "shorts", or were 3 "shorts"

equal to one"long"; and was Part Aelsol in duration to Part B, and how could

they tell? Finding no convincing answers to these questions, the players at

D.5 simply counted up the longs and shorts -- the rhythmic "contents" cont*ained

in each part of the tune.

D.5 and D.6 together surface relations between action, reflection and

description in a new way. D.5 is a static description--i.e., it does not take

* See footnote P. 53 6 0
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into account at all the sequence of events--longs and shorts-- as you wolk5

play them in a performance. It's as if, given standard notation, we would

say of the first phrase of America, (JJ ) it contains 4 quarter

notes, I dotted quarter note and 1 eighth note. But notice we can easilY

count up these contents only after writing it down, when we can have it

all-at-once. Thus, this description of America, like D.5, is a desoriptin

of a description-- it tells you what you can see if you look at the grapigoof

rant when to do what. In this instance, description reflects back giving

you, perhaps, "facts", but not anything that you can use in action.*

Recognizing that such a description might be, as Ann says, "Confusin

to someone trying to play the tune," Dora agrees and notes, instead, the

"repeated pattern" found in D.6. Here she does capture how you go along

in actually playing the tune. With D.6. then, Dora puts action back into

the description--"you play I long, 2 shorts; I long; 2 shorts,; and then

5 longs."

So, we see, here, coming full circle, reflection on description whiCh

results, at first, in seeing the tune all-at-once, including comparison

of elements which are separated in time (non-adjacent). Reflection on egs

static description in turn leads to recognition that, indeed, instructica,

need to take action into account. The description is revised to account

for actions that actually occur, through time, in playing the tune.

Conclusions

It has been our intention in this analysis of eNrexpts from a long

protocol (tte whole session took over 45 minutes) to demonstrate the

* It would be intriguing, here to compare the players' notations with stAnoftra

notation for the tune, as shown above, especially as this points to the

assumptions built into our standard notation. However, this discussicrk Oust

remain for a more complete analysis of the protocol and of the more giunetil

invlications_biaich mem emerge..___
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the possibility of the dynamic model shown on p. 36 as a framework for probing

reflective learning in a task situation. While both the model and the

analysis need to be developed further, we feel, on the basis of this one

worked out example, that it does su-face features of problem-solving and

theirinteractionsthat otherwise mi7ht go unnoticed. ln particular, it

helps to focus the observer's attention on the evolution of actions,

constructions, and descriptions: on the extent to whiCh each one entrains

the next; and on the crucial role of reflection-in-action as it effects

on-the-spot restructuring of current criteria for decision making through

the dialectical processes within and across Loops 1 and 2. Fbrther, the

model helps us to give value to whzt the paayers do know how to do-- i.e.,

it helps us to "give them reason", rather than attending simply to the

"correctness" a° a description or the "goodness" of a tune.

ln this sense the model contributes to a kind of analysis that can be

prodUctive to teachers in classrooms, as well. While we could certainly

not expect teachers to carry out such an analysis of a child's work in this

detail, nor would that be appropriate, the process can provide a meta-level

direction for teacher development prr-rams. For example, as capacities for

learning become more visible to those who direct teacher development programs,

they can help teachers to engage these issues in their own learning. In

turn, more effective means for encouraging such cognitive self-reflection

on the pert of teachers, can support their subsequent work with children;

in particular their capacities to reflect with children on their MA, their

understandings and know-how and its possible mis-matches with the assumptions

implicit in privileged languages and in the curriculum as it is taught. A

number of questions still remain, just with respect to this protocol, and it

is to these that our future work must turn:

6 2,
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Questions regarding musical cognition and adult development:

What are the implications of the distinction made between a

"reference entity" and an already acquired "referencingstructure"?

How does the difference between them influence the interpretations

of sUbjects' actions by an "informed observer"? For example, can

such an observer avoid "seeing" in terms of the categories implicit

in a learned symbol system (iigh-low, pitch names, etc.)? How

then, can such an informed observer avoid distorting stibjects'

performancesi.e., avoid assuming and reading back onto the naive

subject the observer's previously internalized referencing Structure?

How, in short, can the informed observer avoid describing the naive

subjects' KIA in terms which it is not?

What further evidence is there in confirrnation of the hypotheses

concerning a sense of tonality as a necessary factor in the players'

model of a sensible tune? Can we trace the moves which lead to

resolution of tonal ambiguity? How are these and other moves

related to the construction and transformaticns of the initial reference

entity Ilm-G,C7 What evidence is there for the subjects' distinguishing

between "stable" and "unstable" pitches and hcfw do these decisions

relate to what we mean by "a sense of tonality"?

Chn we trce the evolution of the players' tune with respect to

specific decisionse.g., which improvisations were accepted, which

rejected; in what sense were later versions of the tune transformations

of earlier versions?
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Is there a consistency in the "mistakes" in the sUbjects'

notations--e.g., a "short" when there is actually a "long" in

.? What underlies these consistent errors? What about other

confusions concerning time and its measurement, and how do these

relate to representations of time-space-motion in other domains?

What role did this experience play in subsequent tasks within the

seminar both in music and in other subject-matters; is there

evidence that the teachers developed new understandings how, what,

were they, how were they demonstrated?

Why was it so difficult to make use of our insights concerning the

teachers musical KIA to help them surface and develop this know-how?

What does this say about the relation between the "informed teacher"

and the student?

What were the differences between thts two participants in this

protocol-- their roles, previous training, attitudes, etc.? What

was the nature of the events that led to enthusiastic, pleased

responses( Coo,Ooo!"); how were these different in content from

others?

Applications to the Classroom:

What did the teachers learn about learning-- their own and that

of others? Is there evidence in subsequent sessions that their work

on this taSk helped to illuminate the work of children in their'

classrcars?

Did the concern for description encourage the teachers to reflect

on the role of description' in teaching-- assumptions built into

6 4



PART V: 'THE TEACHERS IN THEIR CZASSROCMS:

WHAT IS AN ANSWER?

It seems appropriate to document the interaction between the teachere

work in the seminars and their work in their classrooms, by examining what

the teachers themselves have said during seminar discussions.

They have talked about changes in their professional image, changes in

the way they teach, and the practical problems associated with their changing

sfir teacher's role. The opportunity to seriously consider these

thi. . A diverse group of colleagues is an unusual one for teachers.

= , .:ave said to one another in this setting provides a rich source

of infozmation &t the teachers' sense of life in classrooms and their

beliefs about possibilities and purposes.

Because the teachers continued their daily work in classrooms, wh.1.1e

at the same time reflecting on their own ways of learning and teaching in

their weekly meetings, their discussions express both the connections and

the tensions between reflection and action -- between thinking about teaching

and doing it everyday. Therefore, the interaction of their participation

in the seminar and their work in classrooms cannot be Presented in the

simple terms of cause and effect.

After several.months of experimenting with and then examining their

OM lays of thinking in situations invaehtincr music, mathematics, physics

and the noon, the teachers were asked to bring to the seminar examples

fran their classrooms of students' comments or reactions that they found

perticularlipuzzling. The earliest examples of the teachers' attempts to

make sense of what a students knows or doesn't know, and how a teacher might

interact with that kmwledge, came from exchanges they had with students
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which occurred outside of regular curriculum activities: A student would

ask a question that puzzled the teacher. She could have given (and often

did give) a simple answer. Hut,aswebegan to examine these puzzling questions

in the seminar, the teachers were able to delve more deeply into their

students' ways of thinking. This development suggested a fundarnental change

in the teachers' self images. They could no longer simply think of themselves

as the sources of right answers or the judges of wrong ones. Over a long

period of time, this process led them to question the "absolute" nature of the

knowledge contained in the standard curriculum as it was represented in books

and in prescribed lesson plans.

The following examples illustrate the ongoing and complex relationship

in the project between the teachers' reflections on their own knowledge and

their beliefs about their role in the classroom. The teachers' comments

are placed in the context of their developing use of "the clinical interview"

(fte p. 19 ) in their classrooms. Their words provide a variety of perspectives

on the meaning and use of this approach to teaching.

Students' Questions and Teachers' Answers

The first example focussed on a fourth grade boy who adked, "Does

Dataman* have eyes?". His teacher said, "It made me wonder if he (IAKVIY)

can go around thinking that these computers have eyes or can see or somehow

have independent thinking processes rather than being computerized...

MV immediate thought was that he thought it was a living thing, had eyes,

was connected with a living thing." (Su) How does a teacher understand and

act on her responsibility for uthat a student needs to know? How does

* Dataman is a hand held calculator pre-programed with a series of arithmetic

problems. The problems are displayed one by one, and Dataman "responds"

to the students' answer as right cc wrong.
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what the knows affect the way she teaches?

Suzanne reported that her classroom aide, of whom the question was

asked, "was so flattened by the idea that a fourth grader would think that

Dataman eould have eyes or could hear or speak, she just left it and said

no, it doesn't.' (Su) The aide did stop to ask Lenny what had made him

think that 4ataman had eyes. She told Suzanne: "Len said he thought it could

see because it -- 'he' -- told you whether or not your answer was right and

if 'he' wasn't able to see, 'he wouldn't be able to do that!' (Bu) "...

As she puzzled over the meaning of his question with the other teachers

in the seminar, Suzanne revealed her distress at the thought that Lenny

might actually think computers are alive. She called it a "silly" ques-

tion and wondered about the boy's intelligence. "I explained to him how

it worked." Dataman was "programmed", she told Lenny, so that

all the answers were inside the machine and the mrchine
could, when you punch in certain numbers, you ha've to

. punch in another number to get the right answer. / used

a parallel and can't remember what I used to give him
a better idea of something else that was used in the same
way. .(Su)

Suzanne admitted that she didn't really understand how Dataman works

herself. But she does know, and she said she really wanted Lenny to know,

"that there was definitely not a person or a brain in there working." (Su)

Lenny, when asked, said he understood "sort of", and Suzanne added, "well,

I 'sort of' understand it myself, so --" (Su) She seemed to be using her

own understanding here as a standard for deciding if she had taught this

student the essential thing he needed to know about Dataman.

The teachers were interested in trying to understand what question

Lenny was really asking, and what might be an appropriate answer coming from
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a teacher. At the same time, like Suzanne, the other teacheLs wondered,

too, just how Datamaa could, in fact, tell you whether your answr was

right or wrong if it dida't somehow "see" your answer. /f Lenny's question

was literally, "Do computers have eyes", it was clear that they thought he

should be taught that they don't. But they went on to speculate that Lenny

may have been asking a question that was somewhat more complicated than

the literal one: "Does it have eyts?" or "is it alive?"

One of the teachers compared Lenny's reasoning process with the way she

and other adults might think about computers:

We talk about computers as a brain with a memory and we
also talk about memory being a human being's memory. The
eyes are the pathway, the input to the brain. This is
getting very theoretical about what this child was up to,
if any of these things. But how could this thing know
whether the answer was right or wrong if it didn't have
eyes that saw, thAt led to the brain that checked whether
the answer was right or wrong? (L)

This teacher, like Suzanne, was using her own way of thinking about computers

to assess the legitimacy of the student's way of thinking about computers.

She concluded that the student is not really "wrong" to refer to the computer

as a "he", having "eyes".

The conversation turned from attempts to understand the question

to speculation about how a teacher might answer it. The teachers'proposed

"answers" were also related to reflections on their own ways of learning

and knowing.

One teacher in the gr:Ilip speculated that if one of her students had

asked if Dataman had eyes,

The group spent several sessions working with the LOGO computer music
system. In fact, issues similar to Lenny's had come up during these sessions.
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maybe I'd say, 'Well, I don't think so, but let's find out.'
Machines and people are an interesting topic for all of us...
[taking it apart] wouldn't tell you how it works... (but] if
he's thinking there are eyeballs in there, it tells him that,
and if he's thinking that there's grey matter, it tells him
that ... And then you get more questions, and you go find
out. (Di)

This teacher admits she is not an expert on computers, but she

shares the child's naive interest in how they work. For her, the role

of the teacher is to take some of the mystery nut of the situation. What

is inside, even though she's not exactly sure of it, is familiar to her,

and she %.3nts to make it familiar to the child: "He'll go, 'Oh, wires,'

and he's seen those somewhere, his father may be an electrician)or hiN

wother." (Di)

One teache- in the group disagreed with using this kind of mutual

exploration as a teaching tool.

It would frustrate me to open it up and nothing inside would

mean anything to me so it'd be more frustrating; at least

when it was closed up, it Was a mystery. (He)

An answer to whether or not Dataman literally has eyes or a brain seems

not to be the answer she is looking for. Neither, she implies, is that

the answer which would satisfy the students She believes Lenny's question

about "eyes" may really be more like the hypothesis: "If it can judge

my answer then it has eyes." Once this notion is disproven, it needs to

be followed by another hypothesis and so the question becomes: "well,

if there are not eyes in there, then how does the computer know whether

I've given the right answer?

One imagines that this mystery would not be solved by teaching Lenny

or these teachers about data processing. The zsvential issue for Lenny's

teacher and for the other teachers in the group is that Lenny should know
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that this machine is not a person. But persons also do data processing.

The question of what persons do that is different from what machines do is

one that is yet left unanswered at even the highest level of technical

expertise about computers. The teachers started to realize that Lenny may

have been asking a question of considerabLi significance:

He got a machine and he picked up the essential differences
between machine and man; but it's just that he wasn't sure--.
(Di)

Suzanne finally paid,

I don't think of this child as being very intelligent but
y'au're right, in that he should be thought of in that way
since he did ask that kind of question; it's a higher level
of thinking, if hPs thinking, trying to make that distinction
between robot and computer and man and whatever. (Su)

As the conversation concluded, the teachers agreed that they are often

confronted with questions that are more complicated and serious thanIthey might

at first have thought. Knowing the answer to Lenny's question: "Does Dataman

have eyes?" was not enough, once they began to wonder about what he was

thinking and what led him to ask such a question in the first place.

This discussion illustrates the interaction between/on the one hand, the

teachers' own knowledge and ways of approaching a problem, and)on the other,

what they think students need to know and how they go about teaching it.

This opportunity to examine their responsibilities for responding to such

questions in the classroom began a long period of speculation in the seminars

on the nature of children's knowledge and the role of questions and answers

in developing that knowledge.

In conjunction with such speculative analysis, however, the teachers

kept in mind (uld reminded us of) the realities of their work. Although

they recognized the complex nature of a question like "Does Dataman have

eyes?", several members of the group felt that it was often impossible to
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go beyond givng a simple answer to a student:

It's part of the reality of the classroom; yot :t

don't have time to delve. (R)

So many times we just have to say 'yes' or 'no', but
do we know what the child really wants to know? (Marg)

Yet whether or not the teacher has time tO fully consider the meaning of

a student's question, her answer may be taken as thr authoritative "last

word" on the subject.

The teachers had mixed feelings about in this position 0:

authority. While they believed that perhaps too much trust was placed

in them by students, they also recognized the role such autnty could

play in the act of teaching. To illustrate the kinds of prc..olen, .at

might arise when students do not automatically "take the teacher'- ,Yord

for it-, another fourth grade teacher recounted her experience trying to

clear up a student's confusion about the eclip-1,e that was supposed to

occur during February, 1979.

Where is the Right Answer to be Found?

The student, Mario, had come to her asking for an explanation of something

he had been told by his Uther: "my father said we didn't have whatever that

thing was yesterday." The teacher responded: "The eclipse. What did your father

te.1 you about it?" and Maric answered, "He said we didn't have it because it

was snowing." (Hel)

Helen commented that just because the teacher is considered to be the final

authority in the classroom, many students in her class would accept whatever ans-

wer she gave them, even if she hadn't taken the trouble to really understand

their question. But Mario was an exception; he took the knowledge about the

eclipse that he got from his father more seriously, than what she could tell him.
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Helen recognized Mario's confusion and thought that it would be

relatively simple to clear it up. But the lesson turned out to be not

so simple:

told Mario we had it: even though it was snowing, y..)u
look behind the clouds. He walked back to his seat and
about half an hour later, he said to me, 'my father doesn't
lie to me, we didn't have it.' (Hel)

Helen didn't take up this conflict, but pursued her explanation of

the facts. She believed that the truth of the matter could be resolved by

using logic and demonstration, and therefore, it was not a matter of

determining whether she or Mario's father was "lying":

asked him, 'Where do you think the sun is today?' and
he just shrugged his shoulders. I took a book and put it
in front of the window cord and asked him if he could see
the cord. He said no, and I explainei to him that is how
it is with the sun when it is behind the clouds. And he
said, 'But my father --' I concluded that he still couldn't
understand it (the sun) was behind the clones. So anyway,
I didn't know what to do. His father told him there was
this really big hole in the sky. Mario asked me if 1 had
seen the diamond ring. He said his father said it would
take a real big finger to fill that hole. (Mel)

Hei-demonstfationamdlogic were met pith more metaphorical images, which

confused the situation even further. she assumed Mario was thinking

that the sun was not "there" on a cloudy day, she also worried that he also

might actually think there was a hole in the sky, surrounded by a diamond

ring. Helen seems exasperated; how can she possibly straighten out this

student when his father has told him all these stories about the ecllpse?

Her underlying concern is whether Mario knows that the sun is thci: behind

the clouds, on a snowy day.

Discussion of this experience in the seminar with other teachers led
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Helen to wonder, among other things, what Mario had understood by her

question, Nhere do you think the sun is?" At the next seminar session,

she reported, "I wondered how I could phrase my question to him so he will

say, 'It's in the sky,' which is what i want to know if he understands." (Hel)

She related that ehe tried out a number of phrasings on her hUsband, until

she found one that seemed to ask just what she wanted to ask.

So when it was a cloudy day on Friday, I said to him,
'What happened to the sun today?' And he looked at me
like I was from Mars, and said, 'It's in the sky.'.He
must have seen the look of relief on my face because
he said, 'What's the matter?' (Hel)

Helen told Mario that she had been confused by their earlier conversation

and then she ame back to the question of the eclipse:

Then I said to him,'You know that eclipse we had? Did we have
it he:s?' He said, 'Well, no. Well. I guess. Well, I'm not
sure.' I said, 'I guess what I'm asking you is, did it happen,
in the sky over us?' He said, 'Yah.' (Hel)

Still testing her understanding of Mario's understanding, Been asked him

some more questions and found that he was aware that it did happen, even

though we couldn't see it. By "not having it" he had meant "not seeing it".

She concluded:

I must have been on such a wrong track with him. The 'where'
meant: he wanted to point to 'there, there it is'. But I was
thinking he didn't know it was there at all. So I was happy
to find out he did, so I could go on. (Hel)

Helen's probes demonstrated to her that Mario thought she was asking him to

point to the exact spot in the sky where the sun was behind the clouds/

and ha couldn't do that.

This incident illustrates the kind of interaction that developed between

the discussions in the seminar and the teachers' everyday work in their

classrooms. It is one of the arliest attempts by one of the group to use the

reflective and probing techniques developing in the seminar, in an actual
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lxchange with a student. Helen went back to Mario to try to understand

his way of thinking about the sun on a cloudy day, willing to risk presenting

herself as the one who w:Is confused. She went beyond a judgement of right

or wrong to consider possible reasons for Mario's original answers. This

required a change in her sense of herself as a simple authority in this matter.

At the same time her interest at this point was still clearly related to

teaching him the information found in the standard curriculum. It was important

to Helen that Mario be correct about where the sun is on a cloudy day:

"/ was happy to find out he did, so I could go on." (Hel)

The sharing of such examples continued over the months, concurrently

with further activities which the teachers use as a basis for examining

their own understanding and ways of thinking about various matters. A solid

connection was being build between knowledge and the person as knower.

"What do I know?" becane inextricably bound up with "How do / know" and even

°Who am I?" both in the ways the teachers thought about themselves and the

ways they thought about their students. The complex problems of carrying

this connection into the classroom became the focus of concern. The next

two examples reveal som of tha possible obstructions.

Understanding and Responding to Students' Answers

One of the teachers in the seminar related tht following story as an

examplu of a situation in her kindergarten-first grade classroom when she

could not figure out what a child was thinking. It further illustrates the

consequences of considering the student's point of view in making judgements

of right and wrong answers, and emphasizes the interaction of personal concerns .

with factual knowledge. This teacher is beginning to examine Lhe practical

implications of taking the student's perspective into account.
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There was a new kid in the class on Wednesday. The other
kids had had a one day warning. We were at meeting, first
thing in the morning. For the first twenty minutes we all
sit down together and the new kid was sitting next to me
on the rug. They knew he was coming, so there was a lot of
talk about the fact that he was there. Also, we have two
boys now with the same first name

There was a lot of that kind of energy like when people are
generally nervous about what he was going to be about. And
there was some talking about how many kids were in the group;
whether there are twenty-three or how many.

So I said, "Well, gee, I don't know how many are here.
Let's count. We are going to start with this person here."
And I figured I would introduce kids as we went around.
We counted out loud, everyone counting together, and we
got to twenty-two, pointing to [the Lew member] on this
side of me. So I say, "Well, some children are missing,"
because we used to have twenty-three and everyone knows we
had twenty-three. I asked, "Who's not here?" And different
children offered up the names of two kids who are absent.

"Ww.used to have twenty-three before we had J.C., but now
we have J.C. who is here today. So that means we have 22
today, but there axe two people absent." That's an
established fact and everybody else has it established
in their head that we had twenty-two when we counted
around the circle.

But Penny says, "Well, that means there are twenty-five
kids in the class!" -- Angry look on her face, stormy.
"I don't understand what you mean," I say. And she says,
"Twenty two, you know. Twenty-two, and then L. and N.,
and then J.C. That means we have twenty-five."

I said, "Now wait a minute. J.C. is right here. Remember?
We counted him. He was number twenty-two." She said, "Oh no.
He is number twenty-five." I tried it again. Did the same
thing. I was going to go around in the circle, but meanwhile,
everyone, of course was off the wall: talking, chatting, they
can't attend for that long.

I said something to Penny again and she got really mad and
said, "You just don't undcTstand what I mean. There are
twenty-five kids in this class." I said, "You're right,
I don't understand what you mean. But we can't talk about
it now. And I left it. That was in the middle of the meeting.
We weren't able to continue with it after the meeting.

Tido teacher has at least two problems on her hands: an angry child in

the midst of a whole group of restless children and a child who may not know
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that twenty-two plus two is twenty-four. How does she make sense of what

happened? The other teachers in the seminar eagerly took up the puzzle and

offered several speculations about how and why Penny might have arrived at

the conclusion that there were twenty-five children in all. /n this report,

however, we shall focus on some of the issues that presented themselves to

Diane.

Diane expressed her sense of the complexity of Penny's errors:

It felt very much like she was angry because her understanding
was disparate with not only mine, but from the given, from the
understanding she has about math, which is that there are
twenty-three plus one new kid makes twenty-four. She knew
that that was a given and why the hell did she have twenty-five
in her head? Probably I should be able to explain that. (Di)

Diane related to the group what had been her on-thespot un8erstanding

of Penny's error and of her responsibility as Penny's teacher:

Can / tell you what my hypothesis was on the spot? It
was that she wanted the new kid absent. And / wasn't
willing to say that either, because there he was on my
right... My response was, 'Oh, no Penny, J.C. is here.
He is here next to me, and you have to deal with reality.
He is number twenty-two and that is an emotional reality
that we have to come to grips with!'

Teachers' work requires the ability to continually improvise actions in

response to their students' errors -- actions *Ilich serve both to teach and

to keep the whole situation under control. /n discussing her experience with

Penny in the seminar, Diane waS asking for help in practicing this kind of

improvisation while paying attention to the student's way of constructing the

answer. She admired a member of the project staff for having such an ability:

I wanted you there, because / knew you would ask her the right
question. I kept saying, 'this is perfect, Diane, get it out!'
But I couldn't think of a question to ask. Of course, I was worried
about a few other items... I couldn't de-fuse her anger because I
couldn't understand what she was talking about. And I didn't have the
time-- I tried -- I gave it three sentences.
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On the spot, Diane needed to balance her attention between individuals

and the group, between teaching and control. When the occasion demanded, she

took her mind's ye off the group for "three sentences". As she talked about

what she did, Diane revealed her expectations of herself as a teacher.

The crucial problem, as Diane saw it, was Penny's need to get the new boy

absent. She wasless concerned about the arithmetical error involved in counting

him twice. She believed Penny could have been readily corrected in that matter:

If she was, in fact, counting J.C. twice, or willing to think
about counting him twice, instead of getting rid of him, like
shooting him between the eyes, then she would have gone with
that.

The arithmetical error wascomplicated by its association with an emotion-laden

moral error.

Perhaps the arithmetic error waslecs troublesome because the teacher

knew from other situations that Penny "is very bright, competent, and

knows the difference between twenty-two and twenty-five, twenty-three and

twenty-four. She can count by ones and all of that." But Penny did none-

theless make the error, and she herself worried about it. The teacher's assessment

of the situation took into account other things she knew about Penny as well:

"Penny really doesn't offer much at meeting, so it was clear that she was con-

cerned with how these numbers were coming out, or concerned about something."

Twenty-three in the class before, plus one new child, makes twenty-four unless

maybe you think, it makes one too many, and you want to express that somehow.

One of the teachers in this discussion gave a particularly lucid statement

of the dilemmas involved. Shestlartord out seeming to expect to find simple

answers, but her final wordsrawaleda recognition that such answers would be

distressingly elusive:
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Is !our purpose as a teacher to prove to her that she is wrong
And you are right? Or is it to make her unangry? Or it: it to

have her find out somehow that she is wrong? In other words,
should it be made into a learning process for her to discover
the right answer? Should you somehow be able to prove it to
her? Or is what you want to do to make her comfortable, somehow?
She obviously wasn't comfortable; she wasn't angry and mad, I
don't know what your purpose should be, even. (Lee)

Underlying all of these questions is the fundamental query: "What are the

teacher's responsibilities as the single adult in the classroom?"

Talk About the purposes of schooling is pervasive in literature. The

issues get dissected into sociology, cognitive and affective psychology,

philosophy, anthropology, politics, economics, and the like. But the arguments

found there often seem quite distant from moment-by-moment life in classrooms,

indeed, they usually seem quite unrecognizable to those who live and work in

classrooms. /n the course of their own examination of their work the temchers

sought answers which would make sense in their everyday experience.

The discussions among these teachers took place outside of any acatlemic

framework. The lack of such a framework wes often frustrating to than_ because

the teachers believed that the academic world should be able to provide them

answers to their difficult questions. We continually encouraged them to

seek their own answers, both to questions about teaching and to questione about

music :-.Jr the n or mathematics. This ncouragement was often taken as dis-

honest, however -- we were suspected of keeping secrets, of making it unduly

hard for them.

Yet ail the teachers talked about their work, it became clear that their

purposes in the classroom could net be a matter for academic argument. Ns they

live with their students and teach them, teachers do not choose one "bast" purpose
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and folget others. lissections of academia are counterbalanced against

the situational need for the teacher to rely on her own judgement. She does

not often have the opportunity to consult answer books or curriculum guides

or other teachers to find out what to expect of students or what is worth

teaching. She is an adult person, she knows what life requires of her, and

she endeavors to prepare her students "to come to grips with it." (Di)

Pacing the Realization that Answers are Actively Constructed

Rather than Passively Received

A sense of the significance of each person's conception of something,

whether it be the purposes of teaching or the phases of the moon or the

ending of a tune, developed slowly over the two year period during which

the teachers me.. The realization that we each construct our own knowledge

in our own ways out of w:Iat we learn from tr,. '-ctrs and books and experience

was articulated at various moments during t/ _.. time, but the search for

objective "right answers" continued.

A comment one of the teachers made in response to her experience with

the different systems of musical notation which were being developed by

members of the group, exemplifies the teachers' ambivalence on this issue.

This teacher broustht her reflections on music notation "home" to her classroom

by sayieg, "I have the terrible feeling that if this process goes too far,

I'm never going to be able to assign page 98 again." (Lee)

"This process" is the process of understanding each individual's way of

thinking about something. It is the process of figuring out how a child.

differentiates between "room" and "roams" in solving a pr-,blem in solid

geometry (see p. 10). It is the process of developing a notation system that

takes account of the "important" aspects of a musical composition (see Part Tv).
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It is the process of wondering what a student means when he asks "Does Dataman

have eyes?" It is the process of constructing an explanation for the changing

appearances of the moon. As the teachers searched for their own answers

in each of these processes, they also reflected on their role as the pro-

viders of answers to children.

What makes recognizing the way each student might understand a set

of text book questions so "terrible" for a teacher? Obviously, there is

a management issue. It is certainly easier for a teacher to organize her

work around the assumptions that the whole class can do the same thing at

the same time, and that she can evaluate their performance on the given

task using the same standard for everyone. But ease of organization is only

the tip of a very craggy iceberg. If you don't have everyone doing the

same thing, on what basis do you decide who does what? If you can't evaluate

everyone on the same standard, how can you evaluate them? "Individualization"

is clearly a lot more work for the teacher (and there's probably been

enough i7aid about that), but it can also be a very difficult intellectual

issue.

One of the staff members of the project responded to Lee's worry by

saying: "It would be interesting to see how all those different mixes of

things would interlace with page 98:" i.e., to see what different children,

with different prior knowledge and different abilities,would do with the

same assignment. She is a researcher, interested in thinking about the

connection between what kids "know already" and what they are to be taught

in school. TO her, different students' unique approaches to the same

assignment would be valuable for what they would tell the teacher about

what individual students know already.
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But another teacher in the group responded that this teacher probably

"already knows ... how many different things can be done on page 98," (Di),

implying by her tone of voice that having such information would be, not

interesting, but troublesome. If it is the teacher's job to get students

to give right answers, wrong answers have a functional meaning only in that

they indicate that the job has not yet been accomplished. (icoo teachers can get

a feeling of accomplishment is a particularly deep and cold part of that

aforementioned iceberg.) The expectations a teacher has for herself and

her students are, for the most part, not very well defined. So there is a

certain routine comfort in getting everyone to do the same assignment correctly,

and there is little that is comforting about recognizing that a variet of

"wrong" answers ray result from each student's unique interpretation of an

assignment.

Different ways of thinking about a problem might be more interesting and

tolerable to teachers if they all led to a right answer (as in different schemes

for representing a long division problem). But from the teacher's perspective,

it eems reasonable for her to search for one "best" way of thinking about some-

thing and to get everyone to do it that way. Then the teacher does - 'lave to

worry about the consequences of allowing a student his/her unique way of think-

ing if that way doesn't lead to a right answer.

In this conversation about the variatims in the ways individuals night

understand and solve the same problem, Lee commented about the teacher's edition

of a textbook she was currently using with her 4-5th grades: "Every other pa5e,

every other page in my teacher's edition now -- in the good old days, you know,

it said 'answers are numbers 1,5,6' -- and now, now it says,'answers will vary.'



Answers will vary!! so this is a terrific teacher's editionit" One senses

that Lee isn't at all convinced that it is nice to allow for variations in

thinking: teacher's editions in the "good old dsys", told you exactly which

answers were the right answers.

If the teacher's edition says "answers will vary", it is up to the teacher

to decide which among the variations is acceptable and which indicatc( that the

student simply does not know what he/she needs to know. The teacher who can rely

on textbooks and standardized curricula to provide guidelines for what students

need to know, how "well" they need to know it, 6nd by when they need to know it,

does not need to be an expert in every subject matter she teaches. Nor does

she need to know a whole lot about Intellectual
growth and development. But

most significantly, she does not have to continually make a personal judgement

about what is worth knowing.

"The community" provides teachers with direction in the form of tuache:-

training schools, curriculum guides and textbooks, and policy and personnel

decisions made by elected public bodies and thei% employees. These are

supposed to prevent the teacher from going too fst in the direction of her own

idiosyncratic sense of what's worth knowing or doing. The "right answers" and

the "right behavior" are not determined solely hy the teacher in any case, and some

educationists are attempting to get the teacher's judgement out of the process

altogether. The assumed "ideal" in this process is Agreement among teachers and

everyone in the community about what constitutes adult competency and how schools

should work to produce it.

In the "real" world, on the other hand, kids learn, in the process of growing

up and leaving their families, that all adults do not necessarily agree with one
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another about the "right" answer or the "right" thing to do. Yet it ic also

true that throughout adulthood, we keep hoping that there are right answers and

right things to do, and wishing someone would find them out and tel2 us what

they are. At the same time, we experience significant clashes between the

right answers that the authorities are giving out and the right answers we

come to based on our experience. The teachers parcicipating in this project

personally experienced these conflicts quite dramat!cally as they reflected

on their own ways of thinking about math or music or science.

Lee expressed the implicationn of these experiences for teaching the stan-

dard curriculum:

I mean, if you take it to its logical conclusion, the

assumption is that everybody's coming with layers of

knowledge to any given task, and almost any accomplish-

ment of that task, no matter what -- there's going to be

a wide range of abilities and accomplishments on a given

task also. So it's going to be very hard to give .=rdin-

ated assignments in the ilaes. (Lee)

That this concern goes beyond '-he possible organizationa otAems that might

arise from individualization seems e-r from the way the teachers

discuseed other issues in the seminal. On several occasions, they have expresses

their own intent to find the right answer. They have felt frustrated at their

own inability to solve problems "correctly" because of the inaccuracy of the

aviilnble tools. They have recommended asking experts to tell them the answers

when they are puzzled About something and they assume experts will know and

agree on the answers they seek. They have expressed a dislike for working on

problems unless they can be assured that they are solvable and that someone

will recognize the correct solution when it is found.

"The right answer" has a powerful appeal for teachers: besides the fact

that agreeing on "it" would make their job easier, they share the general
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feeling that until "it" is foun, the anxious search must continue. Its

appeal is at the base of many aMbivalent classroom practices reported Iy the

participants such as: Suzanne's reluctance to reach students her way of

representing long division problems, even though that way is easier for her

than t4) understand "the one in the book"; Helen's practice of getting the

v!,quired curriculum done in the morning and keeping "thinking games" for th;!

t411rnoon; and Diane's separation of her academic expectations from her

knowledge About how children think about social problems.

There is an implied devaluation of "my way" of doing things when my

way" does not coincide with "the right way". Yet at the same time, there is

the experience that, in some sense, Lmy way" is the only way there is, and that

is lonely and frightening. rt the abstract, this may seem like a simple problem

of relativity vs. absolute truth, but in reality the problem is not so easy

to dissect. It is in the large area between the belief in °one right answer"

and the belief that "Ea answer is rignt", that the teachers in this group

hnve been struggling foz two years. The queston is not really whether or

not there are right answers. Rather it is a question of whether learners

acquire them from tem:Peri; if so, how; and what the answers mean to the

persons who know the;r1

The complexity and practical roloilince of this issue is best ummarized

in a piece of writing one of the teachers produced at the end of the project.

She related her own process of learning to explain the changes in the appearance

of the moon to her role in the classroom as the arbiter et right answers:
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I can put this off no longer and I still don't know where to begin,
what direction / should take and where it, ultimately, will all end. I have
put off the task of writing because I fear(ed) failing. I fear(ed) being
unable to put into words the thoughts that have become a part of my life since
April 1980, Truly, my life is changed because of these thoughts. I am excited,
happy, curious and just basically thrilled about my discoveries - Ridiculous?
Not to me and I would like to share that 7...-th you all and I am so afraid of not
doing it well enough.

The magic word is "answer°. Where do I begin with the concept / now haveof tha- word in contrast to the understanding I have had for 31 years? Everyoneelse had &Lowers- t)etter answezs than I, certainly. The answers were had by
authors of books, i4y producers Jf films and programs, by administrative personnel
la the Cambridge Public Schorr. system, by the teachers in the other classrooms,
by my college prc=essors, 1r,. you - need I continue? In other words everyone
had a "correct" ca anything and everything, a better response than I
because they sc. 4% quIew" more. A different teacher would know just how to
teach the sound of b in ,71 seaningful way. Another teacher would know exactly
why Adam is unable to sit still and would :Iso kmw, from her reserves of
knowledge, probably, just how t change that behavior to a more acceptable one.
Another teachfr would know the importance in an individual's life of having
him sit still as a statue in first grade and would therefore not have to question
ele rationale for enforcing sutAl discipline.

Because others had answers- especially in teachalg- there were secure. Theyhad the answer that made what they were doing unquestionable.
There is security im thinking that there is one answer. That comewhere out

then., there is one right response to a givea situation. If a system has worked
for years under a certain set of assumptions then cne's responsibility is to
learn about that system and master it so that we Lan act in such a way so as
to preserve the system. The system is the answer. We mutt mold ourselves to
fit it. It is the 0-!1 sather than a means to an end.

Boy, how sill What we must do to develop an understilnding - I use the
word "system" to mean just aboat anything; school, task, social organization -
society - of the system so that we can explore ways of makir4 it better.
Bistorical precedence does not mean future mold it means future consideration -
something to keep in mind when trying out a new approach.

It is risky to try something new.
I have said this elsewhere, I know, but it takes self-confidence developed

from self-awareness and self-appreciation.
Somehow this is what ws. need to "teach". We need to help the children we

work with see this in themselves...



The Moon

Many times I wondered why "The heck we were bothering to look at it. Sure
we were finding things out abcut it. Often times I would have a definite question
to which I wanted to provide an answer. My obser,Pations were than focused on that
point. Then I at ties could not think of what t. ask next - what else I wanted
to learn. Others at seminar helped a greeit deal with this. They would say
sonething which I had not thought about that would open up a whcie new avenue
- another reason for looking - questions I had not thought of.

What happened 2 monthsago is that everything clicked, the morning I came
up with this:

\ 1 /

;71

The looking we had done al° came together for me. I had mewered a question

simply by looccing carkfully. I now had understardings and awarenesses I had

never before experienced. I hal learned things woout the moon that I would

not, could not, ever forget. Wo one could take this knowledge away from me.

Consemently: We can learn anything! We can come up with our own
answers if we lo.ok closely enough- long enough- carefully enough... I learned

so much just by watching! I had learned about the moon in school. I had taken

tests to check my knowledge and had performed well. Yet, I knew neZhing. Sure,

the moon is up there every so often. At times, it's really nice tc look at - but.
No one can remove the understandings I now have about the moon. I can

spread my arms apart and know about full moons. I can look up in the sky and

expect to see the moon at a certain spot. (Marg)

In commenting further on these ideas in.a final seminax- discussion, Margot

compared herself to her first grade students:

"I realize that these little kids are secure, someone else has an aniwer

for them. Someone else. There's security in thinking that someone else can
tell them how to do something and it's nice to have the security of doing a

paper a certain way, putting your name a certain plate because it is correct in

someone's eyes, someone above you. And in many regards, I was like the first

graders, and was secure in thinking that there were, you know, that someone else

had the right answer. Cause then I wouldn't have to, there was no -- no, it

wasn't that I wouldn't have to. The possibility of my dielcv.Arin4 ic better

solution was just nrt, not, not even there." (marg)
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It is clear that "teacher development" in this project has meant nothing

less than a iundamental reexamination of the nature and the responsibility of

teaching. We have tried to provide a setting in which teachers could come at

the meaning of this knowledge from a variety of perspectives.

We have learned, and we think the teachers have learned, that what psych-

ologists "know" does not translate easily into teaching practice. By exploring

the possible "applications" of cognitive theories to work in classrooms, with

a group of people who face students as teachers, every day, we have identified

issues of interest to both researchers and practitioners.

The problem of vhat it means to find "the right answer" was an organizing

theme of our research on at least three different levels. First, the teachers

were engaged in solving problems in which they were called upon to surface, make

sense of, and use their personal knowledge of music or physics or mathematics or

astronomy. Their experiences with these problems in turn raised questions about

how they understood and made use of the "facts" contained in books and curr--

icul,Als.

Second, the tchchers were invOlved with us i learch for appropriate

methods of professional self-development. This search became a highly personal

process as the teachers responded to our reluctance to provide them with a

pedagogical formula for the right way to teach. Again, we all learned that the

meaning of the answer to the person who knows it is significant.

And finally, as researchers, we have all learned that conceptual closure

is impossible when an inquiry honestly takes account of the context in which

answers are sought. While we have discovered no easy answers to the problems

of teacher development, we have leamed a great deal about t71:::: nature and the

complexity of the process.
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PART VI: CONCLUSIONS

While we have tried to document in this report thn kinds of work

we, the adjunct teacher, and the teacher-participants did, and to give

some sense of the quality of change that occurred, the report is hardly

complete in its analysis of the data. It is thus our purpose in the

coming year to provide much more complete evidence of the effects of the

project and also to account for changes which occurred,in terms of the

procedures vhich contributed to them. We thus conclude this report with

a summary of the work we are undertaking towards ther analysis of the

data as well as the kinds 05 questions that have emerged as a result of

our work to date.

We are conducting this analysis largely through case r;tudies, flesh-

ing out such mini case studies as are presented in Part II of this re-

port. The case studies are of two sorts - documenting the development

over time of a few participants; and documenting the development of an

idea or a theme that played a prominent part in the work of the seminar.

The rtlstions we seek to address through these studies include the

following constellatior7

Mj unct Teacher:

As mentioned on page 4 , during the second year of the program we

added an adjunct teacher to the staff who spent one half-day per week in

each of the classrooms of 6 of the teachers in Group A. The effect of her

work went far beyond our egpectations in achieving the goals of the pro-

ject. Thus, we need to probe further in answer to such questions as:
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How did we define her task?
How did she define her task?
What specific means did she use in helping the teachers to

reflect on their own practice?
What were the means used and the results of her observationr

of both teachers and children in the classrooms?
How did she succeed in meeting each teacher on her own

terms -- i.e., in engaging their issues without imposing
her own?

How did she help the teachArs to relate the seminar to their
classrooms?

How did the seminar help her to find common ground with each
teacher?

Group. 8:

We added a second group of teachers to the project on the hypothe-

sis that this would allow us to test some of our developing notions

Au^-t th J---rtant elements of the work with the first group.

How did che procedures differ across the two r oups and to
what effect?

What were the common elements in the development of the two
groups?

WhAt was the influence of and on the three teachers from the
original group who attended these sessions as well?

What was the difference in effect between a one-year and a
two-year program?

7n this regard:

Is this extended time period a necessary factor in achieving
effective results?

If so, to what extent im this a funct):on of the ccvnitive risk-
taking involved, as well as the need to develop trust in
the process and in interpersonal relations

Is it possible to cull from our experience strategies that
would compress the two-year period of development; or is
the time factor of the essence in the kind of development
that took place?

Learning. on Ttiso Levels:

As indicated above, a primary force in the project was the inter-

action between learning about some particular subject matter, ari learn-

ing about learning. This interrelationship raises several intriguing

questtons:
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How did we succeed in creating the movement bac!: and forth
between these two levels of cognitiws issues?

Which rrloject matters were most effective o this process and
why?

Why, for instance, did nearly all the parcipants in Group A
become deeply engaged with their obseirvations of the
moon, resulting, over an le-month period, in the evolu-
tion of highly sophisticated understanding despite their
being "given" practically no information from the staff?

Why, on the other hand, did the music activities tend not to
engage the majority oi teachers on this level? How does

this reflect, Jon particular, on the.state of knowledge
associated wit.i the two domains, and its relation to

educational practice?

Teacher as Researcher:

The original proposal developed the notion of the teacher as teacher-

rwascNrrhor

project.

Thee v4eu,s underwent significant change in the course of the

What contributed to these changes -- e.c., academic models of
research vs. the practice of reflection-in-action in the
classroom?

we develop a better model of the teacher-:rogearcher based
on the present data?

Teacher a6 1. cher:
=MEM.. IIMI.1111111......

Finally, there is the teachers' work in their classrooms, and the nature

of the interplay between that work and this project. Half of them continue

to meet on a volunteer basis, and so this interplay continues to evolve.

How do the teacher relate their understanding of children's
learning to all of their other responsibilities as
teachers?

Wilat changes have taken place in their interactions with
children?

What changes have taken place in their purposes as teach-,
ers?

Mutt changes have taken place in their views of teaching
as a profession?
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The complexity of the project, particularly the intertwining of ac-

tive practice, reflection, experiment, with interpersonal relations, in-

dividual learning and change, demand the invention of a kind of documen-

tation and analysis which will reflect this perhaps unique mix, rather

than distort it in the service ot "objectivity". Indeed, the results of

the project Lust be described in terms which are meaningful not only to

the academic community but also to teachers and to the education

munity generally. In paxticular, the analysis and documentation

project should be recognizable by the teachers who were its participants.

This is the focus of oux current work.
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VTENDIX A

RECRUITMENT NOTICES

1. First year

2. First year, follow-up

3. Second year

4. Sc:ond year, follow-up

5. Adjunct teacher
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we learned additionally when we can make expli:it our
knowledge? How does our knowledge of how to get arotnd
relate to our knowledge of grammar or geometry?

By learning to reflect on their own knowledge we hope that
teachers will learn to help students make explicit their
intuitive knowledge knowledge which is often effeHIVF and
even powerful, but also often different from what is recognized
in school.

We do not propose a packaged set of competencies nor a
tookLook of procedures. We propose, rather, an arena for
stimulating teachers' on-going experimen':.s into the nature.of
learning and thinking.-

"To ze

We would like to explore the notion of a teacher researcher -
-a person who is able to describe explicitly Specific learning
-experiences, azd invent curriculum which will expose the
learner's intuitive knowledge at the same time as it expands that
knowledge. 0:17 major questions are the following:

- Is the nodel of teacher-researcher a practical one?

Yhat are the effects in classrooms of a teacher-researcher
z..pproach?

- What is involved in helping .teachers become teacher-
-resea,-chers?

We are lookirc-, 7 eight teacher-collaborators to help us answer
thosP

Quali=ications

=lenenta-y schnol teacher responsible for a class (that is,
not a specialist teacher);

Available for a three-hour seminar once a week al a generally
agreed-upon time;

Willing to keep a journal-type written account of the
exper'ence each week;

Start'ng sometime in the New Year, willing to make some
attem7ts as a "teacher-researcher" in his/her own classroom,
an-' to have these attempts cc:rye as material for re'lection in
the seminar;

in:c7eted in relatic7,sHf7s bezween intuitive and formal
knowledce;

97
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Sharing our view that any serious learning involves a good
ecal of ?layfulness and open exploration, as well as a certain
acount of risk-taking.

For cu,ther information please contacc Maggie Cawley or
Eleanor DuckwOrthat the

Division for Study and Research in Education
IT
Room 20C-108B
Cambridge, Nassachusetts .02139

253-7374.

We would like to include a variety of people in the project.
If you are interested in participating, please LY out the
attached questjonnaire and return it to us at the ,iDove address
before October 6.

Name

School

Eome Addres

Grade Level

Phone _Number of Years Teaching Experience
\

Illy are you interested in participating in this project?

The =ollow4ng are poscible t;mez hen the seminar might
meet. Please cross out those times when you cannot attend
and circle those times which you can'attend.

Ifor!-'av Tuesday Wednesday

3:30 6:30 -3:50 - 6:30 3:30 - 6:30

5:GO S:00 5:00 8:00 5:00 8:00

7:CO 10:00 7:00 10:00 7:00 - 10:00

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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September 26, 1978

To: Elementary School Teachers

From:

The Division for Study and Research in Education at

MIT has just received funds for an experimental project

which depends om the participation of eight elementary

school teachers to serve as consultants to the staff.

The program will run for two years, beginning in the fall

of this year. The first year is a more intensive

one; the second year, as a follow-up, will require less

time. During the first year (October through June)

teachers will mee.t after school hours at MIT for a

three-hour seminar once a week. They will be paid

$500 fo-.: their participat:Lon, will receive a small budget

f:Jr expenses incurred, and will receive course credit

at Lesley College if they so desire.

Irour school mas2er has received a brief description oC

the project. An informational meeting vill be held For

all those interestec. on Tuesday, October 3, at 3:15

in 'the isitzgerald
School auditorium. If you cannot

attend the meeting,
application forms are available in

the school master's office.
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INVITING YOUR PARTICIPATION

MASSACHUSETTS tusTrruit OF 71...CHNOLOGY
CAMRRIDGE:. MASCACHUSETTS 02I3D

August 30, 1979

As a teacher, you are concerned, everyday, all day; with children learning.

What happens when a child learns something? What happens when you learn some-

thing? How do you take what you already know and change it to fit new experiences

or information? How do you use what you know in your everyday activities? How

would it affect your teaching to look more deeply into some of these questions?

As part of an experimental project in teacher development at M.I.T., we've

been discussing these difficult issues -- and more -- with a group of Cambridge

elementary school teachers for the past year, and we'd like to begin another new

group this Fall. "We" are Jeanne Bamberger, Associate Professor of Education and

Music at M.I.T.; Maggie Lampert Cawley, who has taught elementary and high school,

has been involved in teacher education for six years and has done research on the

teacher's r:!xperience of adulthood; and Eleanor Duckworth, whose main interest is

in trying to make the findings of cognitive psychology helpful to teachers. Our

purpose is to expand on our ideas about thinking and learning ani teaching with

the help of people who have everyday experience with life in classrooms -- you!

In the seminar, we would hope to be able to help you develop insig.nt into ycur own

learning and thinking processes and through this, insight into the learning and

thinking processes of the children with whom you work.

You will work on some actual problems together to see how you use what you

know and how you cope with new situations. Last year, for example, the group

tried to invent machines from simple materials which would measure a unit of time

and we tried to figure out what it is that makes a collection of notes into a

sensible "tune." The focus was not on the specific subject matter of physics or

music or whatever else we did, but on what could'be learned about our knowledge-

in-action. We discussed many examples of children's knowledge-in-action which

teachers brought in from their classrooms, and thought, together, about how to re-

spond to a child's way of understanding something when it was different from the

conventional knowledge that is embodied in the curriculum.

As last year, the new seminar will evolve continually as we explore questions

that come up, so regular attendance will be necessary. We will meet every other

week on Tuesday .from 4:00-7:00 p.m. Some reading will be suggested when it might

help make sense of things, and we would like you to keep a journal of your thoughts

abcut learning and teaching. Money is budgeted in the proj:!ct for use by indi-

vidual teachers, including graduate credit from Lesley College, if desired.

If you are interested in participatcpg, please fill out the nttached ques-

tionnaire and return it to us before S.4ixt4e4 147 at the above address. We will

meet with everyone who applies to discuss the project in more detail. The seminar

will be limited to 8 participants.

1" ELI -1-)4 g .25 3 - 3 VI. 100
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School: Grade Level:

"-me Address:
-

,f Years
7-7.perience:

- -

are you interested in part1;..., -is project?
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DIVISION FOR STUDY AND MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH IN EDUCATION CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139

September 20, 1979

R:MINDER

Teacher Development Research Project

You are invited:

To explore learning and thinking processes - your own and those of
the children you teach.

To meet every other week on Tuesdays at M.I.T. from 4:00-7:00p.m.
with a group of eight of your colleagues.

If you are interested, please contact:

Jeanne Bamberger

Maggie Lampert Cawley

Eleanor Duckworth

Division for Study and Research in Education
Room 20C-108B, M.I.T.
Cambridge, MA

For more information, see fuller description on your bulletin board.
Call 253-7374 or talk with one of last year's group:

Jinny Chalmers

Joanne Cleary

Mary DiSchino

Corinne Gaile

Mary Rizzuto

Pat Tabors

Susan Wheelwright

King Open School

Tobin Magnet School

M.E. Fitzgerald Primary Unit

Morse School

Gore Street School

Webster School

Agassiz School

Graduate Credit at Lesley - Stipend - Budget for materials - Dinner provided

102
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DIVISION FCR STUDY AND
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGYRESEARCH IN EDUCATION
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139

August 30, 1979

POSITION AVAILABLE

The Division for Study and Research in Education at M.I.T. is seeking, forimmediate half-ttne employment, a cer...ified elementary school teacher with atleast two years' experience to participate from September 1979 through June 1980in an experimental teacher development project. Seven Cambridge elementary
school teachers work in the project along with three staff members from M.I.T.,thinking about and developinx a relationship between their own ways of knowingand learning and those of the children they teach.

The job will include:

1. Work in each of the participating teachers' classrooms, freeing
her up to pursue special ,:ctivities related to the seminar.

2. Observe and share in on-going activities in the respective classesand discuss mutual observations and issues with individual teachers.

3. Adapt to the wide range of teaching styles of the project par-
ticipants.

4. Participate in weekly seminars.

5. Keep a journal on experiences, both in the classrooms and in theseminar.

For informa:.ion, call 253-7374. Please send resume and letter of appli-cation to:

Teacher T2evelopment Project
D.S.R.E. Room 20C-126

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
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APPENDIX B

EXCERPTS FROm THE ADJUNCT TEACHER'S REPORTS

For the most part my job has involved listening - listening to

teachers describe children, the children's work, specific curriculum

ideas, involvement with parents, or their ideas about the profession,

the role of a teacher, the system, political events, and their own

career dilemmas. Listening with effort to understand is a process much

underplayed, and yet it is crucial to the complex process of teaching

.and learning-. Listening requires a greater discipline than that of a

short term memory and a warm smile of encouragement towards the speaker.

In observing a child, our notes reflect our individual criteria for

observing, and our biases and values. In a similar way it is important

to note the extent to whic.n there are also these influences upon our

ability to listen. Listening may then be an "art" developed through

constant relppraisal of one's own attitude, rather than a skill with X

number of techniques to be employed.

Being cognizant of the levels of meaning expressed by an individual,

and of your own focus in listening, is a demanding activity. Listening

for content, that is, the words, is one aspect. By this I mean noting

that some of the words seem familiar and others are strung together dif-

ferently. Listening viewed from another, perhaps richer, aspect involves

one beyond the literal understanding. It involves listening (with a

third ear?) for the assumptions that the speaker makes about the topic.

It is perhaps the most difficult part of listening because it means try-

ing to understand another person conceptually, experientially, and

emotionally. It is in this way that I see listening as an aid to under-
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standing a teacher's comments, action, or "way of seeing" their class-

room, an individual, their rolelor learning. For my work to be pro-

ductive having teacher's feelings satisfied as well as mine - I needed

to recognize, understand, and communicate respect for the teacher's in-

dividual assumptions and feelings.

Keeping this attitude open and uncluttered by biases has been a

progressive and instructive concentration. My relationships varied

with the teachers, and new subtleties and complexities of this position

were illustrated to me.

In the case of one teacher, whose approach to life in the school

setting was very different from mine, the channels for listening and

engagement with one another took a long time to develop. We worked

quite separately in the classroom, slowly establishing trust. Initially,

perhaps we were only trying to understand one another's role. In this

situation commonalities could not be assumed, as for me there were few

familiar materials or methods being employed; I found my capacity to

listen in the :Allier meaning of the word was challenged.

Only after I made every endeavor to recognize her personal views

or reasons for teaching - to think as she did - did we begin to work with

a rewarding sense of cooperation. Somewhere in the trusting there was

a separation of the roles from the people. I was not her super teacher

nor she my student. As our preoccupation with roles dropped, communica7

tion become more meaningful. There was a sense of sharing, rather than

defending, one's ideas and integrity. I felt as if only when she felt

absolutely certain that I was truly listening and not making judgmenta,
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would she trust our dialogues enough to share herself openly.

It takes a long time for some people to be sure that they are

heardand then and only then do they assume responsibility for making

sense or meaning of their perspectives and feelings to others. I think

that when-you fully respect and trust another's eZfort to "make sense

of their world" you can dismantle barriers of communication and provide

a valuable context for discovery and learning.

********************************

As a way of exploring further my position, it may be useful to dis-

cuss what capacity the participants did not perceilre me in, as well as

roles that I did not act on. Generally, I was no::

(a) A counselor/confidant - one trusted with secrets inclusive of

personal aspects of their lives, families, children, lovers or troubles.

Although we did spcak with relevance to the day's pressures or events

(personal or school-wise), we did not chit-chat about events randomly.

(b) An evaluator - there was no formal evaluation of the teacher's

capabilities passed onto supervisors, principals, etc. I did, however,

take copious
notes-observations of class events, maps of classroom

arrangements, use of material, rhythm of activitylwhich were shared and

handed to the teacher directly afterwards, and for our personal use only.

(c) Curriculum specialist - I was not there to offer/expect the

teachers to accept facts on "how to" or the latest preferred methods for

social studies or nath or any specific curriculum area.

ir******************************

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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In general, talks centered around these topics:

- similar and different perspectives on observed events in class-

r00321;

- descriptions of children individually (social/academic) and as 2

group (class management);

- related meaning of seminar topics and ideas to classroom, to self

as learner;

- analysis/diagnosis of child's understanding; naming possible needs/

activities/evaluation of it;

- ideals of teaching - philosophy - actual individual practices;

- particular school politics;

- interactions between teacher-child, child-child;

- the need, the "why", technical problems of/benefits of/observing

in the classroom;

- shared expertise in specifi: curriculum materials; and

- career choices - professional roles in education.

******************************

In most cases, my visits were scheduled by the individual teacher in

regards to morning or afterno.m activities going on in their classrooms.

my visits were scheduled for a specific time and rarely left to the "drop

by" approach. Some patterns began to develop in the scheduling:

(a) same time each week, same day (1w);

(b) after basic work (reading) was completed (fft);

(c) any time, a variety of times (CG, GC); and

(Id) same time each week to be present for specific activities (Jc).

1TI
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In some cases the scheduled times changed, as wall as the use of

the adjunct teacher. Factors that are relevant to these changes are:

(a) depth of our relationship/willingness to be self-evaluative;

(b) perception of teaching-learning and when and how it takes

place; and

(c) interrelatedness of social-intellectual development of

children.

It was to my advantage to have no formal power over the teacher part-

icipant'
kparticular job or career future. Although I made efforts to

preserve a non-evaluative stance and a neutrality, in some dialogues

there were instances where not withholding intuitions, values, knowledge

and experience was valuable and increased the participant's acceptance

of me personally and/or the veracity of ideas, notions. And so to me,

withholding personal ideas seemed counterproductive at times. On the

otherhand, it seemed that offering toc much of "what I think" could have

been unwise as well. Finding the balance between self-disclosure and

detached querying was a process I had to learn. When the balance was

met, it did provide ground for mutual.respect in a "working" relationship.

This desired working relationship may also be described as peer support)

or a reflective partnership.

Preserving a confidentiality and non-judgmental atmosphere promoted

self-reflection on the teacherparticipant's part as well as on my part.

As we worked together in the classroom and in the seminar, personal dif-

ferences and. similarities became apparent. Teachers, to varying degrees,

responded to this with respect and understanding of themselves and of

their children.

Nary Gale


